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Ordinary Meetings. 

Wednesday Evenings at 8 o'clock. 
March 29.- "On Window Horticulture, and the Cul- 

tivation of Planta and Flowers in Cities and Crowded 
Localities." By Jghn Bell, Esq. 

April 5. - "On food for Cattle." By Professor John 
Coleman.  

Cantor Lectures. 
The Third Course for the present Session will 

consist of six Lectures " On Some of the Most 
Important Chemical Discoveries made within 
the last Two Years," to be delivered by Dr. F. 
F. Grace Calvert, F.R.S, F.C.S. (Correspond- 
ing Member of the Royal Academy of Turin ; of 
the Société Industrieile de Mulhouse ; of the 
Société Imperiale de Pharmacie de Paris, &c.), 
on Tuesday evenings, at Eight o'clock, as fol- 
lows : - 

April 4th. - Lecture 1.- On the discoveries in Che- 
mistry applied to Arts and Manufactures. 

April 18th. - Lecture 2. - On the Discoveries in Che- 
mistry applied to Arts and Manufactures [continued ). 

April 25th. - Lecture 3.- On the Discoveries in Agri- 
cultural Chemistry. 
Ma.y 2nd. - Lecture 4. - On the Discoveries in Phy- 

siological Chemistry. 
May 9th. - Lecture 5. - On the Discoveries in the 

Chemistry of Rocks and Minerals. 
May 16th -Lecture 6. - On the Discoveries in the 

Chemistry of Metals and Alloys. 
These Lectures are free to Members (without 

ticket), and every Member has the privilege of 
admitting One Friend to each Lecture. 

Institution. 
The following Institution has been received 

into Union since the last announcement : - 
Carmarthen, Literary and Scientific Institution. 

fmcrìrmgs jof ifre Soxttlg.  *  
Sixteenth Ordinary Meeting. 

Wednesday, March 22nd, 1865 ; Dr. W. A. 
Miller, F.R.S. , Professor of ̂Chemistry, King's 
College, London, in the chair. 

The following candidates were proposed for 
election as members of the Society : - 
Booth, Captain John, 21, Kensington-crescent, W., and 

Conservative Club, S.W. 
Chatwood, Samuel, Lancashire Safe and Lock Works, 
Bolton. 

Good, Henry, 21, Upper Hamilton-terrace, N.W. 
Mackenzie, James Joseph, Jennings' Hotel, Albemarle- 
street, W. 

Mortis, William, Carmarthen. 
Scully, George, 4 and 5, Agar-street, and 7, Adam-street, 

Strand, W.C. 
The following candidates were balloted for 

and duly elected members of the Society : - 
Newcombe, Cornelius Prout, 16, Barnsbury-villas, Liver 
pool-road, N. 

Perkes, Samuel, West Dulwich, S. 
Scott, Colonel, R.E., Ealing, W. 
Tanqueray, Arthur Charles, Hendon, Middlesex, N.W. 

The Paper read was - 

ON THE PRESERVATION OF FOOD, ESPECIALLY 
FRESH MEAT AND FISH, AND THE BEST FORM 
FOR IMPORT AND PROVISIONING ARMIES, 
SHIPS, AND EXPEDITIONS. 

BY G. C. Steet, ESQ., F.R.C.S. 
The increased and increasing cost of meat in this 

country has recently given a fresh impulse to the im« 
portant question of the preservation of food of all kinde, 
whether asan article of import for home use, for providing 
stores for the army, navy, or merchant service, or for 
expeditions, &c. The recent correspondence in the public 
journals, excited by the introduction of the South American 
beef as a means of meeting the deficient supply of fresh 
food at home, has also given a new impetus to the very 
important question, By what means can provisions, when 
and where iti great plenty, be preserved against a season 
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of great dearth or pressing necessity ? This question ha§ | frequently occupied men's minds, either as a commercial i 
speculation or as a useful and benevolent object, and ] many processes have been advocated and used for this end. 
In the subsequent remarks 1 am about to make I shall con- 
fine myself almost entirely to the means used for the pre- servation of flesh food. 

The first means, one that may well be styled the 
"ready method," and which has been the one longest in 
use, is to prevent decomposition by certain saline sub- 
stances ; common salt, as the most abundant and cheapest, has been most frequently used; to this has been added 
other salines, such as nitrate of potash and chloride 
of aluminium, or certain aromatics, as pepper and spices; with these have been variously combined sugar, vinegar, wood naphtha, &c., A patent was taken out in 1847 
for using a preservative liquid made by neutralising 
strong acetic acid by sesquicarb'onate of ammonia; the result is " acetate of ammonia, which is eminently 
volatile, and is given off' in the act of cooking." This 
saline was, however, to be mixed with common salt. 
The ready method has been long applied to the preser- vation of fish, and a very large trade has been carried on 
both in import and export. An instance of the former may be given in the introduction into this country of the 
herrings cured by the Dutch, in which trade we could not 
compete with them after many attempts, and with much 
support to the manufacture by grants and supplies voted 
by Government, the Dutch excelling us by the care with 
which they conducted the process. An instance of ex- 
port may be taken from the great quantities of pilchards which are cured and packed in casks and sent to the 
inhabitants of the European shores of the Mediterranean. 
Government formerly made grants in aid of this trade. 
The means for imbuing the substance to be preserved with the saline matters are various ; the commonest is 
rubbing with dry salt, and thus introducing it by capillary attraction or endosmose, at the same time that much of 
the fluid constituents of the meat are abstracted. Soaking in brines, differently compounded, is another plan. This 
would, however, abstract from the flesh the same fluids. 
Other processes, which partake of a less crude but more 
scientific feature, are the patent of C. Payne, 1840, in which 
an apparatus is suggested " on the principle of the ordinary 
air-pump," to exhaust the air from the chambers, and, at the same time, from the structures of the meat, and the 
addition of a force-pump for " supplying the liquor" for 
salting. This is a plan similar to Kyan's method for preserv- 
ing wood against decay. S. Carson's patent of 1842 men- 
tions four methods - (a) injection ; ( b ) exhaustion of any 
gases in the meat, and consequent penetration of pickling 
liquids by atmospheric pressure ; ( с ) " causing preserva- tive liquids to penetrate more quickly into meat or animal 
substances by means of pressure produced by centrifugal force;" and ( d ) the same object gained " by means of a 
weight of liquid in motion being suddenly checked or 
stopped." A still more interesting process, and one that is 
evidently the most expeditious and most readily used, is that of injecting the carcase of an animal recently killed 
with a solution of such saline compounds as may be 
thought best adapted for the purpose. I allude to the 
plan advocated and practised so successfully by Mi-. 
Morgan, who read a paper on the subject before this 
Society in April, 1864. Some plans of a similar char- acter were, however, propounded some time before. It does not appear with what success. They are as follows: - In 1834 a patent was granted for "Injecting certain antiputrescent and flavouring preparations into the Mood vessels of animals by means of a force- 
pump." The preparations may consist of water, salt, 
saltpetre, spice, and vinegar. Another, in 1851, for 
injecting the carcases of animals writh a saline liquid con- 
taining chloride of aluminium, chloride of sodium, and ¡nitrate of potash; it does not, however, explain that the fluid is injected by means of the blood vessels. In 1855 

a method for " Preserving and curing by sailing the flesh 
and hides of animals in an entire state by injection, by 
preparing a solution of saline substances, to be forced into 
the veins and arteries of animals within a short period 
after they are slaughtered, so as to render them incapable 
of becoming putrid." It will only be necessary to state 
that the preservative matters used by Mr. Morgan are salt, 
nitre, sugar, with spice and sauce for flavour, a small 
quantity of mono -phosphoric acid being added to coagulate 
the albumen contained in the fluids of the flesh ; and that 
these substances are injected in solution by gravitation 
through the main artery of the body, and thus to all its 
minutest ramifications, returning by the veins to the right 
side of the heart ; it must be manifest that by this means 
every part and every structure of the body must be 
completely permeated by the solution, and therefore 
thoroughly and effectively influenced by the antiseptic 
properties of the substances injected. This plan for curing 
meat was adopted by the Admiralty for experimental 
purposes. Animals were salted, cut up, several joints 
dried, and sent abroad in ships, to ascertain by the tests 
of time, climate, packing, &c., what effects would be 
produced on them. 

Mr. Morgan's method has been objected to on the 
ground that it is a most effectual means of abstracting from the flesh its nutritious qualities, and to a much 
greater extent than by the ordinary plan of salting 
by rubbing with dry salt. I applied to Mr. Morgan 
for the results of the experiments above mentioned, 
and have been informed that he has received two 
consignments of meat from South America in small 
quantities as samples, but not enough to be introduced 
for sale. He has had notice from the Admiralty that the 
meats prepared last January twelvemonth and sent abroad 
were all sound and right ; the dried meat, manufactured 
at the same time, was reported on by a Commission of 
the Channel Fleet this autumn, and pronounced good and 
agreeable. He has also heard from the French Government 
that the meats, beef and mutton, prepared in July and 
August, 1864, when examined in January, 1865, vere 
found perfect. The features of his plan are, 1st, 
the supplying meat as perfect as fresh, also with 
vegetable products added, as sugar, potash, &c., and, 
therefore, even better than fresh meat ; 2nd, that its 
bulk is diminished from one-half to two-thirds, and it is 
therefore more portable ; 3td, that in the preparation any desired antiscorbutic can be added ; 4th, the hide is cured 
at the same time as the carcase. 
The process of the "British Meat Preserver Company" is allied to the salting method. A powder is dissolved 

in water, the meat is dipped in the solution, and after- 
wards dried. The solution has the property of restoring meat that is already tainted. By whatever process meat 
or fish may be salted it can be dried in the open air or in the drying rooms, or packed wet in casks in the 
ordinary way. The second class of methods is that of drying. This 
is accomplished by currents of ordinary air, by air deprived of moisture by chloride of calcium or by passing over sul- 
phuric acid. Chilled air is prescribed sometimes ; at others hot air, and air at 138°. Some advocate complete, while many think that partial, drying is sufficient, to the 
extent of from 50 to 80 per cent, of the moisture. When 
thus much of the process is completed the joints are to be 
varnished with a strong solution of gelatine, or packed in 
boxes by pressure, the imersticesfilled with " concentrated 
liquor," the lids to be soldered on, and the whole submitted 
to a temperature sufficiently high to produce steam in the 
box. Various varnishes for covering the substances to be 
preserved have been advocated . These consist of gelatine, 
glycerine, treacle, elaines, oils, and even collodion, or 
dipping the provision into a thin cream of plaster of Paris, 
which, when set, is to be saturated with melted wax, suet, 
&c. More recently several other plans for coating meat, raw or cooked, have been propounded, such as covering the 
joint with gelatine, and then treating with oak bark, or 
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acetate of alumina, so as to form a coating of leather. 
Gutta percha in solution has been recommended also. 
The third class is that of cooking the food to be preserved, 

«ither before or after being placed in the vessel containing 
it. In the first case one plan is that the cooked meat is 
to be put into wooden vessels, and extract of meat is 
poured over it, " in such a fusible state as to find its way 
into every vacuum." Another: flesh, fish, fowls, or 
vegetables, fully cooked, packed with hot fat or jelly, the 
vesseb not to be heated after their apertures are closed. 
The preparation of essence of meat, concentrated soups, 
Soyer's osmazone food come under this head. The pro- 
cess of most interest and most commonly practised is that 
of cooking the food in the vessel in which it is to be kept. 
The meat, fish, poultry, game, or whatever is to be pre- 
served, is introduced into a tin cylinder of convenient size, 
the top soldered on, and a small hole made in it for the 
escape of air and the steam generated during the cooking. These canisters are placed side by side in a bath containing a solution of chloride of calcium ; heat is applied, and the 
temperature raised to between 250° and 280°. At the 
proper time, when the food is fully cooked and all the 
atmospheric air driven out, a morsel of solder is applied to the pin-hole, and the process is substantially complete. This is by far the commonest system of preserving fresh 
meat food of all descriptions, and in almost every form 
- soups, stews, boiled food, hashes, variously prepared, 
with the addition of vegetables, sauces, or other flavour- 
ing substances. There appears a difficulty about roasted 
joints, game, or fowls, which is provided for in this way: - 
The meat or poultry is cooked by being plunged into 
boiling fat for the necessary time ; it is afterwards pre- served in the tins in the usual way, with the addition of a 
little stock by way of gravy, or by being surrounded with 
fat. The cases are then cleansed, painted, to preserve the 
tin plate of which they are composed, and removed to a 
proving room, where they remain for a week or ten days, 
exposed to a temperature of about 90° ; if the process has not been effective for the expulsion ot all free oxygen, 
decomposition takes place, and instead of the ends of the 
canister exhibiting an indented form, they bulge out, on 
account of the new gases formed in the case by the putre- factive process. Such samples are, of course, condemned. 
If, however, they stand this test, they are conveyed to 
store rooms for future use. A variety of this plan has been 
introduced by Messrs. M'Call. After the meat, say a 
piece of beef, weighing 6Bb., has been introduced into the 
tin, the lid - which has on its under or internal surface a 
small tin chamber having two pin-holes plugged up with a 
fusible metal, which melts at a temperature in excess of 
212°, and containing a little block of sulphite of potash - is soldered down, a small vent only being left open; this is placed in the chloride of calcium bath at boiling 
heat; here it is cooked for three hours; when the operator 
considers the meat to be done, he solders up the pin-hole, 
thereby hermetically sealing the case. The heat of the 
bath is subsequently raised to about 270° for from 35 to 40 
minutes ; this increased temperature has the effect of 
melting the fusible metal plugs ; the sulphite escapes into 
the case, absorbs any oxygen which may be present in it, 
and then mixes with the food. 

I just mention, and pass over a means of preserving 
food from decay, by freezing or storing it in ice-houses, 
which can be only applicable under certain circumstances, 
as in camps, or when an army engaged in war has taken 
up winter quarters, or during a continued siege, &c. Food 
is thus preserved in Canada during the winter. 
The knowledge that atmospheric air, or rather the 

oxygen contained in it, is the prime inciter to and supporter of decomposition, at once pointed out that it would be only 
necessary to get rid of this gas to arrest or entirely prevent the resolution of the aliment sought to be preserved. The 
means applicable for this end may form a fourth class. 
The principal are the following : - In 1810, Augustus de 
Heine took out a patent for applying " known principles to 
preserve animal food and other perishable articles a long 

1 time from perishing or becoming useless." The preserv- 
ing vessels may be made of iron, glass, or any other 
metal, or of earthenware strong enough to withstand the 
pressure of the atmosphere when exhausted. In the lid 
there is a " protuberance, wherein a valve is fitted, that 
will let the air escape out of the vessel, but not suffer it 
to come in." It is exhausted by a particular exhausting 
machine. " The process with the common air pump " is 
said to be " tedious, and not to be relied on." The patent 
of John Bevan, in 1842, is for exhausting from the contain- 
ing vessels all the air, by connecting the cases with a 
vacuum chamber on the one hand, and with a vessel hold- 
ing gelatine or other suitable material on the other hand, 
in such manner that by opening the communications the 
air escapes into the exhausting apparatus, while the gela- 
tine succeeds to supply its place. Again, in 1853 Alex. 
Robertson recommends his process, whereby the provisions 
are placed in a suitable vessel, with a " valve or door, 
opening on a hinge, and ground into its seat, so as to fit 
air-tight." The provisions are placed in it, the door is 
closed, and the air is then exhausted from it by means of 
an air-pump. An invention in 1855 was for " certain 
new and useful apparatus for exhausting, by means of a 
pump, and closing vessels in which vegetable or animal 
substances are to be preserved or improved by being placed 
in a perfect vacuum." 

The fifth and last class of processes I shall mention 
appears to me the most important, as they fulfil more or 
less perfectly the requirements needed for the absolute ex- 
pulsion of all atmospheric oxygen, and at the same time the 
substitution of a new atmosphere, composed variously of 
preservative gases, of course to the total exclusion of free 
oxygen. The first process having this object in view was 
patented in 1836. " The meat, raw or partly cooked, 
must remain in a mixture of salt and nitre" for a given 
time, " then be placed in tin cases filled up with brine, and 
turned over a vat of the same liquid, to introduce carbonic 
acid gas, for which purpose a pump may be used, or the 
gas may flow by a tube." Instead of making a vacuum by 
an air-pump, a small bag of nails, or iron filings, must be 
placed in the upper part of the vessels ; the air will then 
be deprived of its oxygen. In the same patent other gases 
are mentioned as useful, " such as deutoxide of azote, 
hydrogen, and azote ; other patents recommend the adop- 
I tion of various compounds, such as carbonic acid gas, with 
hydrochloric or pyroligneous acids; sulphurous acid, in the 
form of gas and in solution ; the vapour of alcohol, with 
or without carbonic acid ; and " gaseous binoxide of 
nitrogen;" "nitrous acid gas and sulphurous acid gas, 
either alone or in combination." One of these, by Hippo- 
lyte Lamy, attracted much attention at the Paris Exposi- 
tion in 1855. The title was " Certain improvements in 
preserving animal and vegetable substances ;" and con- 
sisted in the introduction of sulphurous acid gas into the 
vessel containing the substance to be preserved ; any acid 
taste engendered by this process was to be neutralised bv a 
solution of baryta or bicarbonate of magnesia. I under- 
stand that this invention was not successful; that about 
50 per cent, of the meat put up turned out bad. After 
several schemes and various composition of gases, all having 
for their object the absorption of atmospheric oxygen, had 
been tried, Messrs. Jones and Trevithick introduced a plan 
of, 1st, exhausting all, or very nearly all, the air from the 
chamber in which the meat to be preserved was placed ; 
2ndly, supplying the place of the air by pure nitrogen gas 
to nearly the capacity of the canister ; and 3rdly, in jecting a 
small measure of sulphurous acid gas. The rationale of 
this process consisted in getting rid of the oxygen by ex- 
haustion to as great an extent as possible, and neutralising 
any that might remain either in the case, in the bone, or 
in the tissues of the meat. This is certainly a purely 
rational system of procedure, and only requires the proof 
of experience to mark it as excelling most, if not all, 
others, for it must, I think, recommend itself to all of us in 
that, if successful, it preserves to our use the meat, &c., in 
that fresh raw state most suitable for after cooking in any 
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way that may be deemed most desirable. It gives us also 
an opportunity of ascertaining the quality oť the meat 
preserved. This none of the cooking processes can well 
accomplish. You may recollect in the Exhibition of 1862 
there were some specimens - under the title of " Azotised 
raw meat," - of fresh meat, salmon, &c., put up in glass 
cases; and I can well remember how anxiously I watched 
them from time to time, to see how the samples would 
bear the severe test of exposure to the heated atmosphere, and sometimes the sun's rays in that building. Not one 
example failed. Mr. Jones has kindly sent some samples 
prepared by his process, which are before us on the table, 
and a model which explains practically his method of 
putting up the provisions. Since 1862, however, certain improvments in the pre- 
serving matters used, or in their application, have been 
effected. At the present time, the method of procedure is 
thus carried out. The gases to be used are previously 
prepared and tested as to their purity and usefulness; the 
cases are accurately made, eo as to be air-tight, a small 
tube of flexible metal being placed in the bottom, and 
another in the top of the case. The meat to be preserved is then placed in the tin, and the top soldered down very 
securely; to the inetal tubes are attached pieces of vulcanised india-rubber tubing ; the cases thus prepared are then ready for the next step. The free ends of the 
elastic tubes are now attached to the extremities of metal 
pipes ; by one the case is filled with water deprived of 
all free oxygen ; this drives out all atmospheric air. 
The water is now shut off, and a stop-cock is opened, which 
admits nitrogen gas into the case, displacing in its turn the 
water it contained. Should it be thought desirable, thus 
much of the process can be repeated. The nitrogen that 
first filled the case is not wasted, but is conducted by a 
pipe into a spare gas holder for re-purification and future 
use ; afterwards a measure of sulphurous acid gas is in- 
jected into the tin, proportionate to the space unoccupied 
by the meat ; the quantity required is estimated, and is a 
matter of experience and calculation ; then the flexible 
metal tubes are closed by being nipped, folded over, and 
soldered ; the tin cases are then painted, labelled, and tested. 

M. Pasteur's experiments go to prove that the germina- tion of the sporules of cryptogamic plants floating in the 
atmosphere may take place in an atmosphere destitute of 
oxygen, but this is very unlikely to occur when with the 
absence of oxygen there is the presence of sulphurous acid gas ; the same remark will hold good with respect to the ova of vibriones, or other microscopic animals. 

In describing this process it may appear complicated and 
tedious, as well as uncertain, but in actual practice it is 
not so ; it is carried out with the greatest facility, and is 
the one above all others capable of the greatest despatch. The cost of the materials is very slight, and the expense of necessary plant certainly not greater than that of the 
cooked meat plan, while there is no necessity for furnace, 
eteam heat, or engine. As may be well seen by the beautiful specimen (a head 
of cauliflower in a glass case) on the table, vegetables 
may be preserved whole, fresh, and in their natural con- 
dition, without the slightest sign of decay, and with all 
the colour and freshness of a recent sample purchased in 
the market. The specimens of meat, consisting of a 
section of beef, mutton chop, &c., all under glass shades, 
give undoubted demonstration that this proceeding is cer- 
tainly most efficient. The lean is unchanged in colour 
and consistence ; the fat is free from any change, there 
is no appearance of rancidity or formation of adipocire; and they look as if just cut from the joint. 

Having now given a resumé of certain processes for pre- 
serving meat, &c., it will be as well to glance at the 
chemistry of animal flesh, in order that we may more 
readily comprehend in what particulars these have at- 
tained or fallen short of their object. In the living animal, the constituents of fleehand other 
structures are held together by the principle of life and 
constant renewal and repair; as soon, however, as life 

ceases, these principles have a tendency to resolve themselves 
into new compounds by the union of their elements with 
atmospheric air and with one another. Raw flesh contains, 
according to Baron Liebig : - 

76 to 79 per cent, of water. 
2 ,, 3 ,, of soluble albumen. 
17 ,, 18 ,, of fibrine and insoluble matters. 
If a piece of flesh, recently «tut from a joint, be placed 

upon a plate, a fluid begins to drain from it ; this consists 
of water, holding in solution albumen, free lactic acid 
and salts of lactic, phosphoric and inosinic acids, with the 
alkaline bases of potash chiefly, with soda, lime, &c., and 
blood. This juice, which may be looked upon as the active 
principle of meat, may be obtained by cutting lean raw 
meat into pieces, bruising them in a mortar, pressing the 
pulped meat in a coarse cloth, so as to squeeze out as 
much as possible of the fluid parts ; by repeating this pro- 
cess, with the addition of a small quantity of water and 
evaporating the liquid obtained, we get a true extract of 
meat, which is only ̂nd part of the weight of the 
original ma*s. This means it can scarcely ever be neces- 
sary to carry out into practice, except, perhaps, in a few 
urgent medical cases, its very expense being a great 
objection, and the end gained not being equivalent to the 
trouble and cost. The juice of flesh is found to be very rich 
in the salts of potash, and to contain but small quantities of the salts of soda, while blood itself contains chiefly the 
salts of soda, and but a very small proportion of the salts of 
potatili. In the ox, Liebig states that for every 100 parts of soda contained in the body there are 59 parts of potash in the blood, and as much as 279 parts in the flesh. 
Salting reduces the meat of young animals, which is rich 
in albumen, to the condition - more or less aggravated 
according to the extent to which it is carried - of the flesh 
of very old animals ; by abstracting albumen the meat is 
rendered less sapid, the fibre is made drier, harder, and 
less digestible, and, for this, and coupled with the reason 
that the greater part of the nutritive element is abstracted, 
less fit for the animal economy. By the ordinary method 
of salting, tiie fluid and more soluble matters contained 
in flesh are abstracted and are most frequently wasted, 
the salting-trough or brine-tub being periodically emptied, 
cleansed, and fresh salt or brine made use of ; and in the 
case of provisions packed in casks with brine, very many 
of the best constituents of the meat are abstracted, and 
finally thrown away. The medical aspect of this subject is full of inter- 
est. It is well known that scurvy, a debilitating and 
fatal disease, is brought on by the use of a diet con- 
taining but very little potash, which we have noticed 
above to be a principal base of the salts contained in meat, 
and which is abstracted largely by the ordinary process of 
pickling. The evident remedy, and one which acts with 
magical efficacy, is the supply of the potash so much 
required by the animal economy, in the form of lemon 
juice, (as recommended so far back as 1780,) of sound 
potatoes, or other vegetables. At the time of the cotton 
distress and famine in Lancashire, when so many of the 
poor were compelled to live on a very moderate quantity 
of flesh food, and that principally in a salted condition, it 
providentially happened that the crop of potatoes was a 
very good one, and the price in consequence much lowered, 
thus enabling the poor, or those who provided the poor 
with food, to obtain this antiscorbutic vegetable at a more 
moderate rate. Baron Liebig has a paragraph very apt 
to this subject. He says, " It is obvious that, if flesh 
employed as food is again to become flesh in the body; 
if it is to retain the power of reproducing itself in its 
original condition, none of the constituents of raw flesh 
ought to be withdrawn from it during its preparation for 
food. If its composition be altered in any way - if one 
of the constituents which belong essentially to its consti- 
tution be removed, a corresponding variation must take 
place in the power of that piece of flesh to re-assume in 
the living body the original form and quality on which 
its properties in the living organism depend." 
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The practice in use by the large contractors who supply stores for the Government and our merchant marine, is to 
cut up the carcase of the animal into pieces of 81bs. for 
beef and 41bs. for pork ; these are well rubbed with dry 
salt, then placed in tanks, with dry salt, for at least ten 
days ; the fluid parts of the meat, of course, ooze out and 
form a brine with the salt, a portion of the salt penetrat- 
ing and hardening the meat ; it is then placed in barrels, 
more salt being added at the top and bottom of each cask. 
From what we have observed above, this very rude 
procedure is evidently a wasteful and objectional process. Mr. Whitelaw, of Glasgow, has introduced a process for 
utilising the brine of cured meat. He remarks that fresh 
meat, after having been sprinkled with salt and left for a 
few days, is found swimming in brine. This expelled water was saturated with the soluble nutritive ingredients of the flesh ; it was, in fact, a juice of flesh or soup, with 
all its valuable and nutritive properties. In large curing 
establishments, very considerable quantities of brine are 
produced and thrown away. To this material, Mr. 
Whitelaw has applied the process of dialysis, for the re- 
moval of the salt in the brine and the production of pure extract of meat at a cheap rate. He recommends the 
use of ox bladders with stop-cocks, hung on rods stretch- 
ing across and into vats of water. The bladders were filled 
with filtered brine, and the water in the vats changed once a day or oftener ; and he found that by the third or 
fourth day the saline matter was removed, and the liquid 
contained in the bladders was prime juice of flesh in a 
wholesome condition. This might afterwards be treated 
in different ways, according to circumstances ; made into 
soups for immediate use, or evaporated at a low tempera- 
ture, say 120", for future use. He found that two gallons 
of brine yielded lib. of solid extract, equal to more than 
201bs. of fresh meat. He estimated that in Glasgow alone 
€0,000 gallons were annually thrown away. At the 
moderate calculation of one gallon being equal to 71bs. 
of meat for the production of soup or extract, there was 
then a yearly waste of 187 tons of meat without bone, and 
which, at 6d. per pound, would give a money loss of 
£10,600 per annum. He has also used the same process 
for the reconversion of salt into fresh meat, by introducing 
into a proper dialysing bag the joint, and nearly filling it up 
with the brine ; the fresh water extracts the salt from the 
meat through the brine, and the meat resumes some of the 
fluid extract it had formerly lost, to the extent, he says, 
of nearly one-third. Meat thus treated may be cooked 
in various ways that are not applicable to salt provi- 
sions. 

Some notice of the charqui introduced into this country 
by the South American Beef Company and Mr. Madden 
will here be necessary ; and, as we have been pretty well 
informed of the vast quantities of good wholesome meat 
in Brazil that only requires a market, the attention of all 
has been, for various reasons, turned to that quarter and 
to that subject. I shall endeavour, then, to be as brief in 
my remarks as the importance of the subject will permit. 

The process for preparing the charqui is as follows : - The 
meat cut from the carcase in slices is thoroughly salted 
with dry salt for 24 hours in stacks, on floors, which are 
channelled, for carrying away the brine into cisterns; it 
is afterwards thoroughly dried by exposure on rails in the 
open air. This forms the dry or original charqui ; but a 
new plan has been used lately, viz., that of salting and 
pickling the meat with the bones, in pieces of about 121b. 
weight, and packed in casks for transportation to this 
country. South America afforded an admirable field for testing, 
on a most extensive scale, the process of salting intro- 
duced by Mr. Morgan, who stated in his paper, above 
referred to, that " an agent had been sent to Monte Video 
to practise the mode of preserving meat." As above 
stated, no large quantity has been received in this 
country. An anonymous writer, I assume it to be Dr. Hassall, has 
recently, in a paper in the Lancet, spoken favourably of 
both forms of charqui, although he allows that in salting " it sustains a loss of a portion of its nutritive materials." 
An entertainment was prepared a short time ago, at which 
all the dishes, consisting of soups, Pemmican and other 
preparations were made from the South American beef; the 
results were variously reported. Dr. Hassall says, " the 
dishes were palatable and free from any perceptible taint, 
with the exception of the stewed beef, and such, in fact, 
as no hungry person would decline to partake of." Others 
I have heard complain of a certain mouldy, fusty flavour 
which even the excellent cookery of Mr. Warriner was 
incapable of concealing. In mentioning that gentleman's 
name, I must acknowledge the assistance he has rendered 
me in preparing this paper, and in providing the different 
specimens of preserved food exhibited on the table before 
you. X had proceeded far into my notes on charqui when 
the Times of the 7th current reported the seizure of about 
two cwt. of this dried kind of meat at Mr. Twelvetrees', in 
Bishopsgate ; this was condemned by the Lord Mayor, and 
burnt as unfit for human food. I have made inquiries as 
to the opinion of the poor who have used it in either form, 
and find there is an almost universal opinion against it, 
both from its appearance and unsavoury smell in the raw 
state, but on the latter account more especially when it is 
being cooked. I am afraid that this South American beef, 
in its present forms and method of preparation, will never 
commend itself to the stomachs and appetites of our 
people. The decision of the Lord Mayor above men- 
tioned appears to have been considered a heavy blow and 
great discouragement to those interested in the sale of 
the South American beef, for, in addition to the palliative 
advertisements that have appeared daily, a deputation of 
Liverpool merchants is about to remonstrate with the 
Lord Mayor concerning his decree for the destruction of 
the meat seized. 
The analysis of the different samples of South American 

beef, compared with fresh and salted English beef, given 
by the abovementioned writer, is as follows : - 
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I have endeavoured to make an approximation of the 
analysis, in the dried or partially dried samples, to the 
standard of recently salted English meat, and the figures 
tally pretty nearly with those of the assumed standard. 
In all the .specimens of charqui there is an excess of saline 
matters over and above what is necessary for curing the 
meat, but added, doubtless, for the sake of better guard- 
ing against taint or rancidity. This obtains to the 
greatest extent in the sample of rolled charqui, where 
the meat would, from its damp condition and exposure, 
require a greater amount of the preservative matters. A 
sample I inspected the other day, obtained from the 
Company, although freshly cut from the middle of a 
roïï, and strongly impregnated with salts, insomuch that 
large portions of the crystals were sticking in the inter- 
stices of the meat, and the cut surfaces after a very short 
exposure became covered with powdery efflorescence of 
ealt, had a very unpleasant smell resembling the odour of 
a small country chandler's store, and due, without doubt, 
to the partial decomposition of the fa^ of the meat, 
whether lying external to the muscles or in their sub- 
stance, and the generation of some of the fatty acids 
which may be found to be deleterious. The dry charqui comes over to this country in bales. If it has been packed when not perfectly dry, or should it have become damp from 
any cause, the inner portions of charqui in the bale become 
heated and corrupt ; or if no accident of this kind occurs 
the meat is attacked by mites. All the charqui brought 
over to this country has been cured not less than nine 
months. The fat is in excess of that in the English specimens in all the samples, except the dry charqui of Mr. Madden, 
and mostly so in the pickled beef ; the sorters of the dry 
kinds at Liverpool cut off as much as possible of the fat, 
for which . they obtain a better price than for the meat 
itself. As we might have inferred from what has been 
said of the' effect salting has upon meat, viz., the ab- 
straction of much of its water, and, dissolved in that 
water, of a great quantity of the soluble nutritious qualities of the flesh, so we see in the pickled beef that there is a 
manifest depreciation in the per centage of the nitrogenous 
principles ; this depreciation in the nourishing proportions of the pickled beef requires some correction, as there 
exists a quantity of fat to the extent of double that 
of the English specimen ; with this correction, however, 
the meat has undoubtedly lost a large proportion of 
its best constituents. In the case of the dried charqui of 
Mr. Madden, there appears to be an excess of the 
flesh-formers, but, again, due allowance must be 
made for the small quantity of fat. Taking this re- 
view of the South American beef, it must be evident 
that the meat per se is of good quality - very fit indeed 
for nouiishing and invigorating our masses, but that some 
much more perfect system is required to preserve it before 
a ready market will be obtained for it here. 

There appear, then, but three principal methods at 
present in use for preserving animal food from decay. The first, that of salting, certainly has some advantages, 
viz., that of being readily accomplished, and under almost 
any circumstances, although meat simply salted And dried 
can only be preserved for a limited time, the fat after a 
while becoming rancid, while the lean splits up from over- 
drying and offers an eligible habitat for insects, or if kept 
moist, mould and confervas may infest it. The acids and 
oijy compounds generated by slow combustion of wood, carried out in the process of smoking salted meat, are 
greatly conducive to the preservation of this form of pro- vision. When salt provision requires to be kept a long time, it is necessary to put it into casks with pickle. In this form 
it is most available for carriage, export, or import, but 
the same objection holds with regard to all salt meats, as 
has been shown above, that they are less nutritious and 
have lost some principles which are necessary to the animal 
economy, so that if the use of salted meats is persevered in 
without the due supply of fresh vegetable food very grave 
consequences result. 

The second method, that of preserving cooked meats, 

&c., is one that cannot be spoken too highly of; the pro- cess has borne the test of experience for years ; the cases 
have been carried into every latitude ; they have neither 
hurst with the heat of the torrid zone, nor collapsed with 
the cold of the eternal snows ; and whenever or wherevej 
the contents have been required they have been available. 
This offers an admirable method of preserving, and at 
the same time cooking, food for import and for victualling. 
The food can be as varied in its form and combination as 
heart can desire, and the only drawback is the fear lest 
the food thus prepared should be over-cooked ; this is 
evidently the greatest danger that can be conceived likely 
to occur, and one which undoubtedly does sometimes 
happen ; yet an experienced and instructed cook ought 
to be able to carry out this process without so hardening 
the fibre of the meat as to make it injurious. 
The third plan, viz., that of preserving raw meat by- 

substituting an artificial and preservative atmosphere for 
that of common air, has, as I have before mentioned, many 
desirable qualities to recommend it. There is an oppor- 
tunity of ascertaining the quality of the meat, poultry, 
&c. ; the joint is to all intents and purposes as if just pur- 
chased at the butcher's shop ; it contains all its ingredients 
and elements in a purely natural and unchanged condition, 
and in the state best adapted for nourishment ; other 
advantages are the small cost of the process, and the 
speed with which it is accomplished ; not the least 
being that the consumer is at liberty to cook his joint in 
any way most convenient or most desirable to himself. It 
is the only process of preserving by which we can obtain 
a roasted joint with all its appetising aroma, sapid gravy, 
and tempting brown exterior when served ; it may be 
under the shadow of the pyramids, or on a Christmas 
day in the far north, to the delight and solace of some 
possible Arctic expedition. This process appears to be ex- 
ceedingly applicable for the import of fresh raw provisions 
from countries where they can be obtained at small cost. 
It is available for putting up meat cut into joints suitable 
for the consumer, while it is not necessary to separate the 
meat from the bone, so that the shape and natural ap- 
pearance of the joint are well preserved. The cases 
might be received in this country by the consignee, and 
the meat removed from them and dealt with as if just 
purchased at the carcase butchers, or, while in the cases, it 
might be transferred from town to town, as occasion might 
require ; or, on the other hand, the meat would be in a 
ready and safe form for victualling armies or supplying 
ships. Indeed, whole carcases might be packed singly or 
in numbers in tanks or in caissons furnished with taps ; 
these might be treated in exactly the same manner as the 
tin cases for joints - instead of soldering on the cap it could 
be made air-tight, by means of binding screws, washers, 
&c. Suppose, for the sake of illustration, that a factory 
was established in any district where animal food might 
be found in great plenty, all the best portions of the 
animals, the joints, might be preserved and put up raw 
by the atmospheric process, while the parts not available 
for that procedure ' could be made into stews, curries, 
soups, ragouts, &c. ' These cases, both of raw and cooked 
food, might be then transferred hither and thither where 
most needed. Such a plan is about to be carried 
out by a company recently established, who will have 
a factory or factories abroad, and who are just starting a 
like business at home. They propose to purchase the 
cattle, pigs, poultry, fish, game, &c., at first hand, to 
slaughter and dress the cattle, and after preserving the 
finest joints by the raw-meat process, to put up the re- 
mainder by the cooking method. This will ensure all 
portions used not only to be fresh and free from taint, but 
to be obtained from healthy animals, and therefore most 
fit for human food, and conveying into the system the 
largest relative amount of nutrition. 
It becomes a matter of necessity that this plan, or 

something like this, should be adopted, for we cannot 
shut our eyes to the growing wants of our population. 
The increased cost of animal lood indicates a supply 
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not commensurate with the demand which may arise 
on the one hand from the wondrous increase of our 
own population, about 200,000 per annum, while there 
are but 60,000 who emigrate, one-third of these being 
English, thus leaving a yearly surplus of 140,000, 
without taking into consideration the immigration of 
foreigners; on the other hand, from the difficulty of 
supply of live stock or carcases from foreign countries, 
the cost of freight adding so much to the first cost of the 
animals if they have to be brought from greater dis- 
tances than at present. Mr. R. Herbert, in a paper read 
before the British Association, at Bath, in September, 
1864, remarks on the increased demand for meat due to " the rapid increase of the population of Great Britain 
during the last ten years, and the consequent increase in 
the consuming powers, added to the extraordinary pro- 
gress of trade and commerce, the improved monetary 
position of the great mass of meat consumers, proving 
beyond doubt that the period has now arrived when 
strenuous efforts are absolutely necessary to meet a 
demand that must continue to have a most important 
bearing upon price. At the present time both beef and 
mutton are selling at full ljd. per pound above the rate 
current ten years ago. Prices are still tending upwards, 
and had it not been for a free importation nearly all kinds 
of meat would, long ere this, have been selling at 
enormous prices." The following table of the cost of 
meat per stone of 81bs. will give the difference of prices at 
ten years' interval : - 

Average for 1853. 1863. 1853. 1863. 8. d. t. d. 8. d. ». d. s. d. e. d. 
Beef... 2 6 to 5 0 ... 3 4 to 5 2 ... 3 9 ... 4 3 
Mutton 2 6 „ 5 4 ... 3 6 „ 6 2 ... 3 11 ... 4 10 
I believe the increase is more evidently shown by the 
prices of last year and the commencement of the present. 
The supply, too, of foreign animal food is becoming much larger year by year 1853. 1863. Increase. 
Beasts imported ... 125,253 ... 150,898 ... 35,645 
Sheep and lambs... 230,037 ... 430,788 ... 200,751 
Calves and pigs also have been brought over in great and increasing numbers. 
It is calculated that in London alone with, its 3,000,000 

inhabitants, there are consumed - 
Beasts  250,000 
Sheep and lambs  1,500,000 
Calves  20,000 
Pigs  400,000 

It is a question of policy for the government of any country to see that its inhabitants are well supplied with whole- 
some food and in sufficient quantities. We are noted, 
as a nation, for the wonderful appetites we possess, and the appreciation we have for the best quality of food. Much might be done however towards hus- 
banding the supplies we already have if a better and 
a more common-eense plan of cookery were adopted 
by all classes, but especially the poor. It is more than 
likely that our position among the nations is not a 
little due to this national taste for good, strong food 
and plenty of it. If, then, our energies of body and 
mind «те to be kept going it is absolutely necessary that 
proper supplies of aliment should be forthcoming, and if 
this is not to be had at home we must go to other 
countries to seek for it. Good food is necessary, more- 
over, to good health. Unless our bodies are duly sup- 
plied with means to sustain the waste, they must become 
diseased and so decay. Witness the very marked 
difference of mortality amongst our troops in the Crimea 
and in Canada. In the former place, through our inex- 
perience of war's requirements, or some other cause, 
proper attention was not paid to the victualling and 
hygienic necessities of the soldier; the dire consequence was that multitudes died of disease, while compara- 
tively few succumbed in consequence of wounds ; in the 
latter instance, that of the regiments sent to Canada 

at the commencement of the present civil war in 
America, the troops were more tenderly cared for 
with regard to diet, clothing, quarters, warm food 
being ready for them after a march, extra rations of 
meat, fur jackets, flannel under clothing, &c. The con- 
sequence was that in a march during severe cold 
varying from 64° to 10° F. below the freezing point, Dr. 
Miles reported, "it is a remarkable and astounding fact 
that thousands of British troops, at the rate of 160 or 
more a day, have been during several weeks marched over 
a wide frozen desert of snow extending for more than 
319 statute miles, yet during the whole of that journey, 
in all weathers, no single death had been induced there- 
by." He speaks also of the enormous appetites of the 
men, that they were eating morning, noon, and night. 
It has been calculated that a private soldier landed 
in India is worth to the state in money £100, that 
is to say it would cost so much to replace him in case 
of death ; is it not, then, a false economy that withholds 
from that man anything that tends to his health and physi- 
cal support? Moreover, if the soldier who protects what 
we possess is represented by such a sum, surely the civilian 
who produces wealth is of equal value. I trust the time 
is not far distant when our Government will no longer 
issue to the army and navy the accustomed supplies of 
salt provisions, but that with our present knowledge of 
processes for the ready supply of provisions in such condi- 
tion as to be best adapted to support a sound mind in a 
healthy body, fresh food will be furnished to the well- 
being of our gallant defenders and the prosperity of the 
nation. 

I may here observe that, from a comparison of the 
percentage of committals of criminals with the price of 
provisions, there appears to be a relative increase of crime 
when the food is high, and a decrease when food is 
cheap : - 

Metropolitan England and 
Districts. Wales. 

1856 .... 3-2  19-4 1 Dear food, foreign war. ^ 1857.... 3*1  20-3 j High interest, severe crisis- ^ 
1858 .... 2-7  17-9 ) Cheap food. 
1859.... 2-9  16-7 J- Low interest. 
I860.... 2-8   16-0 J Good business. 
1861 .... 3-0  18-3 ) Dear food and money. 
1862 .... 3*6  20-0 [-Scarcity of cotton. 
1863 

.... 

.... -  20-8 J American war. 
While in our densely-populated towns and districts we 

can scarcely supply sufficient cheap food for the bodily sus- 
tenance of our labouring population who chiefly require good 
animal food, while meat can only be obtained at an almost 
exclusive price to the poor man, and that meat frequently of 
but very indifferent quality, and while at the same time 
there exists in other regions of the earth a superabundance 
of animal food not only fit for sustenance but of excellent 
quality, it should be the duty of every philanthropist - to 
say nothing of mercantile and social interests - to make use 
of the abundance of one part of the earth for the supply of 
the necessities of another part, and thus act up to the pre- 
cept of our great Exemplar, who required his followers to 
gather up the fragments, that nothing should be lost. 

DISCUSSION. 
Mr. Went worth Scott remarked that by scarcely any 

known process for the preservation of food coul all the 
nutritious qualities be retained, and this was the great 
end to be sought for. He had made a great number of 
experiments on this subject, but he had been able to bring 
with him only one specimen preserved by a process of his 
own. There were many processes by which both meat 
and vegetables might be preserved from decomposition, 
but these very generally produced a more or less disagree- 
able flavour, and he thought that remark applied to some 
extent to the foods prepared by Messrs. Jones and 
Trevithick. The specimen on the table, prepared by 
himself, consisted of a piece of veal which had not been 
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subjected to any process of cooking whatever. The air 
enclosed in the canister was atmospheric, but it was 
deprived of the elements of fungi and animal parasites 
by being exposed for a time to a temperature of 800° 
Fahr. It was then cooled and passed into the vessel con 
taining the meat. After the meat had been " soaked " 
{so to speak) in that air for 24 hours, the air was removed 
from the case, and it was then re-charged with more " prepared " air, and a few drops of liquid ammonia were 
added to the contents of the vessel, which was then 
screwed down air-tight. Dr. Hirí-chfeld sáid he would not refer to the theory of this subject, but having on several occasions had the 
opportunity of testing different meats prepared by Mr. 
Jones's process, such as beef, mutton, ducks, and fowls, 
he could bear his testimony to their perfect freedom from 
the least taint from the gases employed in the process of 
preservation, and he considered the meats were as good as if they had been perfectly fresh. 
Mr. Warriner said, as a practical cook, he might be 

able to throw a little light on a matter which seemed so 
generally interesting as to have brought together such a 
large audience on this occasion. With reference to the 
preserved viands, of which those present would afterwards 
be invited to partake, he had no doubt they would be found 
excellent. It was now nearly 20 years since he received 
the Isis gold medal of this Society for the introduction of 
the concentrated essence of meat, a distinction which he 
should feel proud of to the latest day of his life. His 
object in rising was more particularly to call attention to 
the process of Mr. Jones, by which raw meat had been pre- served in a good sound condition for inore than three years, and the process, as witnessed by himself and Dr. Letheby, the officer of health for the City, was extremely 
simple, and the only wonder was that it had been so long overlooked. Raw meat could be obtained in Russia, in 
South America, and other parts of the world, at a half 
penny per pound, the only additional cost being the pre- servation and the transport to this country, besides the 
profit to the dealers, which in London was much higher than in any other place he knew of. With regard to the 
charqui he was not in a condition to say very much about it ; at the same time, if it could be brought tothis country in a 
good condition, and in perhaps a somewhat more tempting 
form, it would prove a great boon. He would suggest that they should feed convicts on charqui, and leave the 
English beef and mutton for the honest labouring popula- tion. He felt convinced that the price of meat in this 
country might be greatly reduced from what it now was, if men of science would only give the attention to the subject which its great importance demanded. It was the duty of 
every one to endeavour to lower the price of the staple ar- 
ticles of food, so as to bring them within reach of the great masses of the population. He did not decry charqui be- 
cause of its untempting appearance ; but the great ques- tion was whether it contained the necessary nutritive 
qualities which all food should possess to make it really valuable. They would have an opportunity of tasting 
soup made from both charqui and English beef, and he 
would leave them to decide which they liked best. 
Mr. Frjpp, as the representative of the South American j interest in Liverpool, said he had listened to the paper wTith great interest, and he thought the various processes 

brought under their notice had been very fairly and truth- 
fully described, each standing on its own merits. He had 
probably had more to do with the imported South Ame- 
rican beef than any other person, having received large 
consignments, all of which had been consumed. The 
other description of preserved meat with which he had 
a good deal to do was that prepared by Mr. Morgan's pro- cess of salting, and he had that day partaken of a dish of 
«tewed mutton from Australia, preserved by that process, which for flavour and good condition was all that could 
be desired. He believed they were on the eve of a diffe- 
rent state of things with regard to animal food in this 
country, and if only a fair trial was given to the various 

foods brought before them this evening, and if popular 
prejudice was not allowed to prevail, they would have the 
means of largely increasing the supply of animal food, 
which was allowed by all to be greatly needed, and would 
thus add to the welfare and comfort, as well as to the 
wealth of the country. Mr. Keeling remarked that the great object was to 
ascertain some means by which animal food might be 
obtained at a much cheaper rate than at present. The 
labouring populations of France and Germany were 
taught to economise food to a far greater extent than 
the poor of this country, and, generally speaking, he 
believed the people were more economically, and at the 
same time more nutritiously, fed in those countries than 
in England. The greatly enhanced price of animal food 
in this country at the present time was a matter of the 
most serious importance, and unless some effectual means 
were taken to counteract this, the price would go on in- 
creasing. The importance of this question had been 
increased by the disastrous civil war in America, by reason 
of which large supplies of animal food had ceased to find 
their way across the Atlantic. If means could be devised 
by which good animal food could be brought into this 
country for general consumption, it would be a most desir- 
able thing, and would supply a great want of the present 
day, and those who succeeded in effecting that object must 
be regarded as public benefactors. 
Mr. Winter wished to know whether the preservative 

processes introduced to their notice this evening were to 
be regarded as novelties ? He had given attention to this 
subject for some years ; and seven years ago he preserved 
meats and fruits in their natural state by machinery, 
which he should be happy at any time to exhibit to thoee 
interested in the subject. Mr. W. Y. Venables expressed the great delight 
which he and other sojourners in distant countries had ex- 
perienced from the means which were afforded them 
through the various preservative processes in use, of re- 
galing themselves with home delicacies. This, he eaid, 
w^s particularly the case with regard to salmon, which 
was now procurable almost everywhere. 

Dr. Edward Smith, F.U.S., said he would refer 
more particularly to one kind of preserved meat, charqui, 
for it appeared to him very desirable that they should, if 
possible, come to some conclusion as to the real value of 
that description of food. Some three years ago there was 
reason to hope that the vast stores of animal food in South 
America would be made available for this country, but he 
was sorry to see the result had not equalled the expecta- 
tions in that respect. One important element in the case 
had been omitted both from the paper and the discussion, 
that was the price at which that food could be sold in 
this country. It was originally introduced with the 
catching announcement, " Beef at 3d. per lb.," whereas, 
when they went to buy it retail, they found it was 4d. 
per lb., which made the greatest possible difference. This 
description of meat was never intended to come into com- 
petition with the sirloin of beef and the leg of mutton, 
which were the food of the rich ; but if there was any 
use in its introduction at all it was in competition with 
the inferior parts, which for the most part fell to the 
lot of the poorer classes as being within their means. 
The poor man was now able to buy on a Saturday 
night his piece of brisket of beef at 5d. to 5£d. 
per lb., ox heart at 4d., and liver at 2d. to 2¡d. 
per lb. Without going into the question whether 
these were the best representatives of animal food, 
they were certainly the most available for the poorer 
population, and he thus conceived that the South 
American beef came into competition with them alone. 
It seemed to him a great mistake to allow that kind of 
meat to be sold so high as 4d. per lb. If the meat could 
be obtained almost without cost in the countries where it 
was produced, and if the cost of curing - especially by 
the process of Mr. Morgan - was so small, to which only 
had to be added the expense of transport, he was quite 
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sure it could be sold in this country at 2di per lb., and 
leave a fair margin of profit to the dealer. If that were 
done the complexion of the whole subject would be 
changed. Now, with reference to charqui itself, a? now 
imported, they had heard very truly that the salting diminished its nutritive value, and the specimens before 
them were very highly salted ; even if they soaked this 
meat for 48 hours, frequently changing the water, there 
was still salt remaining. He had treated it in that way, and then simmered it gently for 12 hours, and it then 
remained almost as hard and dry as it was at 
first. The hardness and saltness were both bad qualities, the former showing the absence of the nutritions 
elements of meat and the excessive amount of 
fibrine ; and the latter exercising a prejudicial effect 
upon the human frame, inasmuch as an excess of saline 
matter was injurious to the nutrition of the body. Then 
came the question whether the amount of nutrition that 
was left in the meat, in the shape of nitrogen, existed in a 
digestible form. Here they had a material so extremely hard that with no amount of soaking and careful cooking could they reduce it to a condition which would bear 
comparison with fresh meat. They might be sure a large 
portion of the fibrine passed away from the system undi- 
gested : therefore, instead of this meat being more nutri- 
tious than fresh meat, as had been in some cases errone- 
ously asserted, it was very much less so. This subject bore indirectly on the introduction of food into prisons and 
workhouses, but it would be 110 economy to introduce a 
description of food that would not supply an equal amount 
of nutriment for an equal amount of money to that now 
spent for fresh meat. It would be the dearest food that 
could be used : food which was hard, salt, and indigestible, at 3d. per lb., was, in fact, a dear food. This descrip- tion of food was said to have been imported prin- 
cipally with a view of benefiting the poorer classes, but it must be remembered that no benefit would 
accrue if there was a difficulty in cooking it. In 1 
many districts the fuel of the poor consisted merely of 
furze, brambles, and hedge-gatherings, and therefore the 
lengthy cooking which this description of meat re- 
quired was all but impossible to them. Then, again, came 
the questionable flavour of this South American beef as at 
present cured. Of all classes of the community the poor 
were, perhaps, the most dainty. In this case they had a 
food hard and indigestible. The flavour was removed by the excessive salting process, and cook it as they would 
there was an exceedingly small amount of taste in it. To 
his mind it was impossible that this article of food in its 
present form could ever become acceptable amongst the 
people. The higher classes did not want it, and the lower 
classes would not eat it. What they all desired was to see 
a large amount of wholesome and palatable flesh food 
introduced into the country at prices which would compete with the lower- priced joints of fresh meat. 
Mr. G. F. Wilson, F.R.S., wished to state, after what 

had fallen from Dr. Smith, that he knew an instance in 
which South American beef was tried in a workman's 
colony at Birkenhead. It was bought at something less 
than three-pence per lb., and when made into soup was 
considered to be good. Mr. Madden said his name having been mentioned in the 
paper in connection with the subject of South American beef, he wished to state that he had done his best to make it 
as popular as possible. Alluding to the public enter- 
tainment recently given by him at the London Tavern, 
consisting of various preparations of charqui, Mr. Madden 
stated that it was partaken of by 2,000 persons, who went 
away " quite satisfied," and the cooking occupied very little more than twelve hours. With regard to the price of the meat, he was prepared to supply portions of 7lbs. 
at 3d. per lb., and if anyone wished for a large supply he 
would furnish him with 100 tons at 2d. per lb. With 
regard to Mr. Jones's process, he would say lie never par- took of better tasting food, and it ate as fresh as if the 
joints had only just been obtained from the market. 

Admiral Sir E. Belcher said, having been accustomed 
to the use of preserved and salted meats for over hajf a 
century, he might be supposed to know something of 
their value amongst seamen. In the Arctic service the 
men preferred salt meat to the fresh meat preserved in 
tins ; of the latter the beef steaks only were in favour, 
the mutton and soups being entirely eschewed. Charqui, in his opinion, could not, by any possible means, be mide 
a food for the army or navy. It produced thirst, it re- 
quired a great deal of fuel to cook it, and was not so nu- 
tritious as other foods. He had had charqui privately 
prepared for him in South America, and it was esteemed 
at the captain's table, but the men would not touch it. 
For the officers it was an agreeable change of diet from 
the salt beef known as "mahogany" (which was infi- 
nitely more difficult tç "work up" than charqui), to have the preserved meats which were now 
taken out in all ship?, and available in all 
climates. The consumption of animal food by men 
in the navy and soldiers abroad was much le» 
than the average at home ; and in the Arctic regions, 
travelling over hundreds of miles with the drag rope, 
with an allowance of three-quirters of a pound of meat 
per man per day, and the usual rations of biscuit, the 
men were in a more plump condition than when they 
started. Amongst the earlier forms of preserved meat 
was the patent of Mr. Payne, and he had used provision» 
prepared by that process with great satisfaction on the 
north-west coast of Americi. In the early part of the 
present century, the admiral in command on the West 
India station introduced a method of preserving meat 
in hot climates by simply rubbing it with sugar, 
and then allowing it to drain for a short time, after- 
wards packing it in dry salt in a cask. He induced 
the government to try that plan, and the whole of the 
meat used in the Arctic expedition in 1852 was cured in 
that way, and remained good throughout. In addition 
to that he took as a reserve several casks of beef prepared 
by Mr. Hogarth in February 1852, and in December of 
the same year he had roast beef as fresh as if it had just 
come from the butcher's shop. In the August following 
he had rump steaks from the same beef, and in the 
December following roast beef again. A preparation of 
meats with py rol igneous acid had. been successfully 
adopted by Sir Thos. Cochrane, the meat being used 
many months afterwards in tropical climates, and found 
to be perfectly good. Having referred to the meat 
biscuit rations served to the soldiers in America as a 
nutritious and very portable form of food when on march, 
as also to the truly American rapidity with which the 
carcase of a bullock was compounded with flour and 
converted into that form of food, Sir Edward Belcher, re- 
verting to the subject of charqui, remarked that when he 
was on the western coasts of America, he found that 
really good charqui never required more than twelve 
hours' soaking ; being put into cold water at night it was 
fit to be cooked the next morning. Placing the meat in 
warm water did not soften it, and the best mode of soften- 
ing it was by iepeated changes of cold water. 

Dr. Bachhoffner remarked that he was conversant 
with most of the processes adopted for the preservation of 
food ; and with respect to Payne's process, alluded to by 
the last speaker, notwithstanding all the care and expense 
bestowed upon it, it was a decided failure in hot climates 
in consequence of the difficulty, under such circumstances, 
of getting the salt to penetrate into the meat before de- 
composition set in. Rapid decomposition in tropical 
climates was the great obstacle to the salting process, but 
in colder climates this did not exist. It was not, how- 
ever, in temperature» like that of England that the salting 
process was greatly required ; at the present time the 
meat was eaten almost faster than they could get it. 
He remembered, about twenty-two years ago, a pro- 
cess similar to that described in the paper was pro- 
posed, in which the antiseptic properties of nitrogen 
were made available, though in a different mode. 
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The meat was enclosed in an air-tight vessel, and 
the gradual absorption of the oxygen was effected by the previous deposition of a small piece of phosphorus at the top of the vessel, and this was not found 
to interfere with the quality of the meat. They had not 
been informed as to the cost of producing the nitrogen for 
this purpose : nothing had as yet been said as to the means 
employed for obtaining it, or the cost of it when obtained. 
That was not a minor consideration, because they were told 
that a double application of nitrogen was required, which 
involved a large consumption of that gas. If that process «ould be adopted in warm climates it would be much pre- ferable to the use of saline matters. On the first in- 
troduction of preserved meats into France, in 1811, the 
Emperor Napoleon rewarded the inventor with a liberal 
premium or pension. For his own part he must say he 
infinitely preferred the meats preserved in tins to the 
charqui recently introduced, and he should particularly 
rejoice if, by means of curative processes, salmon could be 
obtained at Is. per lb., instead of having to pay the pre- sent high price of 3s. 6d. per lb. 
Mr. Davis called attention to two pieces of raw beef 

on the table which he said had been cured by Mr. Morgan's 
process in Adelaide, six months ago, at a time when the 
temperature was 85°, and had since been brought home in 
the hold of a wool ship, which every one knew was 
particularly hot. That process of injection, immediately after the animal was slaughtered, he apprehended might t>e safely adopted in the hottest climates. 
Mr. Jones stated, in reply to the inquiry of Dr. Bach- 

hoffner, that the cost of nitrogen gas did not exceed the 
eighth of a penny per lb. of meat. On a large scale it would be even less than that. In the first instance, 
he formed the binoxide of nitrogen from nitric acid and 
iron plates, and then produced the nitrogen gas by further 
decomposition. The Chairman said he was sure the meeting would 
cordially join with him in according their best thanks to 
Mr. Steet for the very admirable manner in which he had 
introduced a subject of great importance in the present 
day, and which had elicited so interesting and practical a 
discussion. It was a subject which was occupying a large amount of public attention. The discussion had already lasted so long that at that late hour he would not trouble 
them even with the few observations he had intended to 
offer, but he would call upon them to give their thanks to 
Mr. Steet for his very valuable and interesting paper. The vote of thanks was then passed. 

Various specimens of preserved food were kindly con- 
tributed by the following gentlemen, to whom the thanks 
of the Society are due : - Messrs. M'Duncan, of Jersey - 
Cods, tongues, salmon, lobster, &c., in tin cases; Messrs. 
Hogarth - Roast and boiled meats, in tins ; Messrs. E. 
Collier and Co. - Salted and dried fish, the "Boneta" 
and " snapper " from Spain, as well as preserved potatoes and compressed vegetables from Holland ; Mr. Jones - 
Specimens of fresh meat, poultry, vegetables, and fruit, in glass cases, preserved by his process ; Mr. Davis - Meat 
preserved in South Australia by Mr. Morgan's process. 
Mr. W. Symons exhibited an ale-preserver, of which 

a description will be found at page 321. 
At the conclusion of the meeting those present ad- 

journed to the Society's library and partook of various 
dishes, prepared under the kind superintendence of Mr. 
Warriner, from the different sorts of preserved food above 
referred to. 

ЦгяшМир 0i ittstitttfiims» 

Leeds Philosophical and Literary Society. - The 
report of the Council at the close of the forty-fourth session says that both as regards its financial and numerical 
position, the society is in a prosperous state. Seventy- 

six members and subscribers have been elected during the 
past session. In consequence, however, of several un- 
usually heavy but unavoidable items of expenditure, 
trenching upon the ordinary funds, having occurred, the 
balance in favour of the society is not so large as at the 
close of the previous year. With regard to the expense 
of the alteration of the building, the amount received 
has been £11,128 15s. 8d., while the cost has been 
£11,515 13s. lid., so that a deficiency of £386 18s. 3d. 
still remains against the society. The Council record 
the great loss which the society has sustained in the death 
of Mr. William Gott, who, from the first, formation of 
the society, took the most lively interest in its advance- 
ment, and especially in the improvement of the museum, 
and was always ready with his purse to assist in the pur- chase of desirable objects. By the removal from Leeds 
of Mr. O'Callaghan the society lost the services of an 
active and valuable officer. During the last seven years 
Mr. O'Callaghan has been one of the honorary secretaries, 
and has devoted his entire time and energies for the 
benefit of the society. The papers read at the general 
meetings have been of a varied and highly interesting character. Among them may be mentioned one " On 
the Physical Constitution of the Sun," by Edward 
William Brayley, Esq., F.R.S., &c. ; one " On Roger 
Bacon, his Life and Works," by Thomas Marshall, 
Esq., M.A. ; one " On the Geology of the North of 
England," by Professor Robert Harkness, F.R.S., 
F.G.S., &e. ; one " On the Sources of the Nile," 
by Dr. Charles Т. Веке; one " On the Early Domestica- 
tion of Animals," by Francis Galton, Esq., F.R.S., &c. ; 
one " On the Unity of the Human Species," by George 
Rolleston, Esq., M.D., F.R.S., Professor of Anatomy in 
the University of Oxford ; and one " On the history of 
Leeds before the Norman Conquest," by Thomas Wright, 
Esq. During the Christmas vacation two juvenile lectures " On the history and progress of the Electric 
Telegraph," were gratuitously delivered by Mr. Dodwell, 
of Manchester, with numerous illustrative experiments; and a course of four lectures was also delivered by Pro- 
fessor D. T. Ansted, on the following subjects : - " The 
influence of Water in forming Rocks " The influence 
of Water in modifying rocks ;" " Granite, its origin and 
history ;" " On the early races of Men, and their Con- 
temporaries." The annual conversazione was attended 
by a very large number of the members and friends of 
the Society, on which occasion a great variety of objects of art and historical interest were exhibited. The receipts 
from this source have amounted to £149 10s. 5d. The 
museum continues to receive many valuable accessions by donations ; and as an educational collection for illustrating the higher groups in zoology, is probably second to no 
provincial museum in the kingdom. Mr. Salt, of 
Methley-park, having most liberally offered to kill one 
of his finest specimens of alpaca, for the society's 
museum, the Council, while accepting the valuable 
present, considered that so good an opportunity for 
enabling the members to partake of the flesh of this only 
partially acclimatized animal should not be lost, accord- 
ingly a dinner was prepared at the Queen's Hotel, where 
about 60 gentlemen assembled, and the council had the 
pleasure of receiving Mr. Salt as their guest. The 
department of archaeology has been more than ordinarily enriched by the acquisition of specimens of local and 
general importance. From the Rev. John Gott has been 
received a valuable series of Greek marbles, consisting of 
altars, mural tablets, and inscribed sto n es, collected in 
Athens and other Greek cities by the late Benjamin Gott, 
jun., Esq. The additions to the library have been of an 
important character. Since the last annual meeting a MS. catalogue has been prepared, by which it will 
be seen that it now contains about 2,000 volumes. 
Another addition has been made to the picture gallery, which was commenced last year, consisting of a fine 
oil painting by Ruysdael, presented by Mr. Arthur 
Lupton. The collection of British plants, which has 
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been annually increasing for a number of years, and 
arranged upon the Linnean system, has been considerably 
enhanced in value and usefulness through the kindness 
of the Rev. O. H. Middleton, who has devoted much 
time and labour to the complete examination and entire 
re-arrangement of the specimens upon the natural system. In the report for last session, the importance of establish- 
ing an Industrial Museum in connection with the Society's 
operations, was brought before the members, and a sub- 
committee was appointed to carry out the preliminary 
arrangements, and their labours have been so far success- 
ful as to promise a speedy opening of the room appro- 
priated for the purpose. Various presents ha¡ ve been 
made to this museum, such as samples of the different 
seeds from which oils for commercial purposes are ex- 
pressed, a case of colonial wools, various kinds of 
cochineal, specimens illustrating kelp and its products, and various kinds of sheet gelatine. Many specimens 
have been furnished from the South Kensington Museum, 
as well as between 300 and 400 glass jars, for containing 
specimens, also a complete set of printed tablets for 
describing a food collection. The committee have brought the objects and claims of the museum under the notice of 
Dr. J. Forbes Watson, of the India Museum, and they are much gratified at finding that this gentleman is 
anxious to extend the influence of the Department over 
which he presides by enlisting the services of industrial 
museums in the provinces in bringing before the manu- 
facturing communities materials capable of industinil 
uses. Applications have been made to about 60 firms for 
specimens of the materials employed by them in various 
arts, and hardly a refusal has been received. The cash 
account, from May 6, 1863, to June 30, 1864, shows 
that the receipts have been £1,061 Is. ljd., and that 
there is a considerable balance in hand. 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Church of England Insti- 

tute. - The eleventh annual report speaks of quiet pros- 
perity and steady progress. The number of members 
has increased from 376 to 400 during the past year. 
One hundred and eighty-two volumes have been added to 
the library. The reading-room is well attended, and the 
circulation of books continues to be very large. The 
Council specially urge on the members the importance of 
using every effort to enlarge the sphere of its usefulness. 
The Soirée held on Whit-Tuesday, under the presidency 
of the Mayor of Newcastle, Thomas Hedley, Esq., was, 
as it always is, successful in a pecuniary point of view. 
The lectures were particularly interesting, the room 
having often been inconveniently crowded. . Among the 
lectures given were one by Rev. j. J. Taylor, 

. 
M.A., " A 

Ramble among the Ruins of Pompeii one by T. Austin, 
Esq., on " Monastic Life;" one by Rev. W. A. Scott, 
M.A., Incumbent of Seaham, on " The Catacombs of 
Rome one by Mr. G. J. Baguley, on " Painted Glass," 
illustrated by cartoons of ancient and modern examples ; 
one by W. D. Crewdson, Esq., on 11 lona - its History and 
Associations one by Archdeacon Priest, on " Palestine ;" 
and one by the Rev. Canon Dykes, M.A., on " The 
History of English Church Music," illustrated by a choir. 
The classes are : - French, Singing, Phonography. The 
first is decidedly successful ; the second, hardly so flourish- 
ing as might be expected ; the third is conducted gra- 
tuitously, but is not very well attended. The free ad- 
mission of elder scholars from Sunday-schools to the 
benefit of the Institute is still considered to be of great 
advantage to them. The librarian's salary has been in- 
creased, on account of the additional labour which the new 
arrangements have caused. The treasurer's account shows 
that the expenditure has been £314 3s. Id., and that 
there is a balance due to the treasurer of £7 15s. 5d. 

DUBLIN INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION. 
The colonial arrangements are making great progress, and accounts continue to arrive of very fine collections 

being on the way. 

In Victoria a board has been formed, consisting of the 
following gentlemen: - Sir Redmond Barry, Chairman;. 
Professor Mueller, Professor M-Coy; A. R. C. Selwyn, C. 
E. Bright, W. W. Wardell, and It. Brough Smyth, E qs. ; 
Mr. J. G. Knight being Secretary. An attractive 
series of pioducts had been secured for transmission 
to Dublin. Among the contributions will be a choice 
collection of fleeces, selected from the stock exhibited 
at the recent great intercolonial show ; samples of the 
new crop of cereals, contributed by the Board of Agri- 
culture, and specimens of the manufactures of most 
of the claimants of Government premiums for " novel in- 
dustries." Contributions of minerals, timber, fruit, tobacco,, 
silk, flax, &c., are also promised. Application has been 
received by the executive committee for 1,500 superficial 
feet of floor space, to be reserved, for the productions of 
this colony. The goods were to he shipped by the Great 
Britain, which was to leave Melbourne on the 10th 
March. From New South Wales, New Zealand, Tas- 
mania, and South Australia, collections are also ex- 
pected. In Mauritius a Committee has been appointed for the 
purpose of promoting in the island the design and in- 
tention of the Exhibition. The same sum has been 
voted by the Legislative Council (£250), upon the recom- 
mendation of the Governor, Sir H. Barkley, as on the 
occasion of the two International Exhibitions held in 
London, and on that of the Exposition held in Paris, to- 
be applied as may be required for the promotion of the 
object in view. A fine collection of sugars, fibres, vanilla, 
tobacco, matting, and various other products, arrived over- 
land by the last mail steamer at Southampton. 

Jamaica, Dominica, Trinidad, and other West India 
colonies will be represented. Natal sends a small but 
interesting collection of proluce and native curiosities and 
other articles. 

There will be an interesting collection of products from 
the Hawaiian (or Sandwich) Islands; and among the 
other distinguished personages who will visit the Exhi- 
bition will be Queen Emma, her Hawaiian Majesty. 

RURAL COTTAGES. 
By G. H. Walker, Esq. 

As the attention of the Society of Arts, and of many 
persons throughout the country, is now most usefully 
turned to the means available for improving the dwellings 
of the labouring classes, I am desirous of adding my mite- 
to the common stock of information on the subject. I find a general impression prevailing - an impression' 
confirmed by, if not derived from, the various designs and' 
estimates of costs that have been from time to time pub- lished - that good durable rural cottages, with two or 
three bedrooms, must necessarily cost something like £150' 
a-piece, a sum for which labourers cannot pay adequate 
interest in the shape of rent. 

I think this impression is erroneous, and that it 
seriously obstructs the good work which it is now one of 
the objects of the Society cřf Arts to promote ; and I think 
I shall be able to show that such cottages may be con- 
structed, in a throughly satisfactory manner, with all 
usual and necessary appurtenances, for £80 or £85. 

Ten years ago I built, near Rugby, for £70 a-pieceř 
the four cottages in one block, of which plans and sections 
are given above. They are built of brick, slate, blue lias 
lime, and good foreign timber, and well drained and 
spouted ; with a layer of slate in the walls to prevent damp 
rising above the foundations. They have each a wash-house, 
pigsty, &c., and the block is supplied with a pump and 
well, and the total cost of the four dwellings - including 
everything but the value of the land - wras £280, or just 
£70 a-piece. As I employed no architect, and had the 
cottages built by a working mason of ¿sufficient ability, on 
j contract, there was no addition to the actual cost of con- 
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etruction. However, I am authorised by a builder of the 
highest respectability, Mr. John Bromwich, of Rugby, to 
say that he is prepared to build similar cottages, under 
similar (that is, I believe, average) circumstances, by the 
dozen, at£80 a-piece. There was no undue favour given to these cottages ; though the bricks, lime, and sand came from 
the estate, they were charged the full market price, and had 
to be hauled a mile over bad parish roads. 

The economy of these cottages consists in their extreme 
simplicity ; in there being four together, back to back and 
side by side, with one stack of chimneys for the eight flues, one for each principal room of each cottage. I am aware that there is a general idea that cot- 
tages built back to back are not healthy. In large towns, and under certain circumstance, this may be so, but in the country, with two sides of the cottage" open to 

Fig. 1. - Ground Plan. 

Fig. 2. - Chamber Floor. 

Fig. 3. - Elevation. 
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Fig. 4. - Longitudinal and Cross Sections. 

the air, I am convinced that it is needless to incur con- 
siderable additional expense by rejecting this arrange- ment. These cottages have never been objected to 
by tenants or visitors, and an inspection of them would 
show that a cottage thus built may be as sweet, whole- 
some, and comfortable as one that has a thorough 
draft from back to front - probably much more so. We 
do not know how much discomfort and sickness are pro- 
duced in small cottages by that " thorough draft" when 
the doors are ill-fitting or frequently open. The fireplace 
in the angle of the living room, and thus radiating into 
all parts of the apartment, is found very conducive to 
comfort and economy of space. It will be seen, by an inspection of the plan, that by a 
trifling expenditure - say £5 - in a porch, with oblique 
doorways into the " living room" and the room adjoining, 
(with some change in the position of the staircase) the 
latter may be converted into a third bedroom. 

These cottages let readily at 2s. a week, a sum that 
agricultural labourers getting 12s. oí 13s. can afford to 
pay ; and that rent yields an interest on the £70 of about 
7 J per cent., subject to deductions which certainly leave a 
good б per cent. I may mention that these have been 
very favourite cottages, and from the first not one has 
been left by a tenant willingly. They have hitherto, 
after ten years' occupation, hardly cost anything for re- 
pairs, nor do I believe that they will do so for 50 years 
to come if they receive ordinary care and -ettention at the 
hands of the occupants. 

I have mentioned that the value of the land is not in- 
cluded in the cost: but as only about one-hundredth part 
of an acre is covered by each cottage (or a tenth if the 
garden be included) it is hardly necessary to take it into 
account. Land in rural districts may be laid at its agri- 
cultural value, say £2 an acre, so that the cottage would 
occupy land worth 5d., and the cottage and garden land 
worth 4s. per annum. As a general rule land used for 
cottage building need not be debited to their account by 
landowners, for the additional value given by them to 
the adjoining ground for gardening purposes more than 
compensates for the land occupied by the buildings them- 
selves. 
Of course the above design and calculations only apply 

to rural districts, but it is there that the greatest difficulties 
are generally felt, because of the very low wages of the 
rural peasantry. In towns, where land is much dearer, 
and building is so to some extent, the earnings of the 
labouring classes are larger to a much greater degree ; and 
when six or seven shillings a week are readily paid for the 
narrowest accommodation there should be no difficulty in 
providing plenty of dwellings at amply remunerative 
rates. Of course the arrangement and style of building 
must be totally different from those of rural cottages, but 
while in many respects they must be more expensive in 
some important particulars, they may be more economically 
constructed. Upon the whole the balance of advantage 

financially must be with the town ; it must be less difficult 
to make the income cover the expense there than in the 
country. 

ALE PRESERVER. 
The following is a description of an instrument invented 

by Mr. W. Symons, F.C.S. : - Ale and beer when on 
draught is rendered flat and sour by means of the air 
which must enter the cask as the liquor is drawn off, and 
this will be the case whatever contrivance (as patent vent 
pegs, syphon taps, &c.) are used. The place of the 
liquid must be supplied, or the tap will not run, and the 
atmosphere must always have an injurious effect on the 
quality of the ale or other liquor. In this apparatus, while the ale can be drawn with the greatest freedom, 
the air is perfectly excluded, and carbonic acid gas sup- 
plied in its place. As there is thus no free oxygen allowed to enter the cask, no acidifying from this cause 
can take place, and the bad effects of an ill -ventilated 
cellar are also prevented. It is well known that the supe- rior quality of bottled ale and stout depends on the car- 
bonic acid gas said to be contained in it, which is set at 
liberty when the cork is removed, and thus the efferves- 
cence is produced. By supplying carbonic acid instead of 
air to the cask a portion of it is dissolved in the ale, which 
imparts to it some degree of the briskness of bottled ale, 
in addition to keeping it from turning sour. To use the 
apparatus for a 9 gallon cask, put lib. of common wash- 
ing soda in small lumps into the inside glass S ; in the 

stone jar, J, put sufficient water to reach to the small part of this glass, as shown by the dotted lines, which should 
have been a little higher. Into this water put about 5 oz. 
by measure, or 8 ozs. by weight, of sulphuric acid. Screw, 
the brass vent peg, V, into any convenient part of the top of the cask ; place the stone jar, J, on a shelf at a conve- 
nient distance from the cask ; put the large glass, G, over 
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the one containing the soda, both of the glasses being in 
the acid and water ; attach the apparatus to the vent peg, V, 
by the India rubber tube, T, and it will require no more 
alteration until the cask is empty, unless the weather be 
very warm and dry, when a little water may be required to allow for evaporation. When ale is drawn from the 
tap the acid and water in the jar J will rise into the glass, S, 
and on reaching the soda effervescence will take place, and as sufficient carbonic acid is disengaged, the water 
will »sink to its usual level, thus removing the acid from 
the soda until more ale is drawn. If the water does not 
rise in the glass, S, when ale is drawn, it shows the 
cask is not properly stopped at the bung or elsewhere, 
thus giving an indication the cask is not as it should be. 
As sulphuric acid can be easily procuied in quantities of 
Gibs, or řo at about 3d. per lb., the working expense will 
be less than 3d. for a cask of nine gallons, and persons who have gardens may utilize the waste product by 
adding it to the manure heap. 

Jiní gtrts. 

Encouragement of Art in France. - The annua 
exposé of the situation of the empire contains a long list of works of art purchased, and of public monuments 
created, restored, or beautified at the cost of the Govern- 
ment. In painting, the most important commissions 
executed or commenced during the past year were : - 
The decoration of the Grand Court of the Invalides, the 
walls and vaults of which are being covered with subjects drawn from the most memorable periods of French his- 
tory; of the Chapel of the Senate; of a portion of the 
Cathedral of Agen, and of many chapels in Paris. The 
Galleries of Versailles and the Luxembourg have received 
a number of historical portraits and other works. The 
Polytechnic School and the Hotel of the Minister of 
War have been presented with portraits of celebrated 
savans educated at the former establishment, and of 
military celebrities. The decorations now being executed 
at the Museum of Amiens h ive been aided by a grant from the public purse, and that and other provincial 
galleries, prefectures, sub-prefectures, and mairies have 
had a large number of original pictures and copies pre- sented to them. The commissions to sculptors and pur- 
chase of sculpture have been numerous. Amongst others 
may be mentioned statues of the Empress Josephine, for 
Versailles ; of Vaucanson, for the Conservatoire des Arts 
et Metiers ; of Baron Desgenettes for the Imperial 
Academy of Medicine ; a number of historical figures for the niches of the Old Louvre, and a number of busts 
of celebrated men for the Louvre, Versailles, and the 
libraries of the Institut and of the Conservatoire 
Imperial de Musique. A bust in marble of Jacquart has 
been presented to the town of Roubaix ; one of Bayard to Grenoble ; and a portrait of a prelate, native of the 
town, to Tours. A statue of Gaston Phoebus was pre- sented to the town of Pau ; and the State has subscribed 
towards the following monuments: - That of Marshal 
Davoust, at Auxerre ; of Mezeray, at Argentan; of Jean 
de Rotrou, at Dreux ; of General Pajol, at Besançon ; of 
Dom Calmet, at Commercy ; and several others. A veiy 
important work achieved during the year was the re- 
production, by the galvano-plastic process, of the bas- 
reliefs of the Trajan column, now exhibited in the New 
Louvre, and which have been noticed before in the 
Journal. Another was the restoration of the statue of 
Napoleon, after the original design, on the Colonne de la j Grande Armée in the Place Vendôme. A statue of the j 
present Emperor is now in hand, destined to record the 
annexation of Savoy and Nice to France. 

International Fine Art Exhibition at Amsterdam. - In addition to the exhibition to be held in the New 
Crystal Palace at Amsterdam, another for the works of 
art of all nations is announced to open on the 4th of Sep- 

tember next, and to remain so until the 9th of October,, or later, if the committee see fit. The managers of the 
undertaking pay the cost of conveyance by the ordinary 
luggage trains, but the exhibitors have to bear the ex- 
pense of the return of their works. The last day for their reception is the 4th of August. Six gold medals, of the value of one hundred florins each, are mentioned as 
prizes, but no others. 

llaimfattas. 

Steam Roller. - A huge machine for crushing and 
consolidating the broken stone on the macadamised road» 
of Paris, has lately been tried in one of the great new 
boulevards, and in other places, and it is reported with 
a satisfactory result. The new steam roller consists,, in the first place, of two very large cast-iron rollers, which 
are coupled together by means of two endless chains act- 
ing on rachet-wheels attached to one side of each of the 
rollers, the boiler being placed over one of the rollers and 
the cylinders nearly in the centre between the two. The 
axles of the two rollers are so arranged that they may be 
thrown out of parallelism, and thus enable the machine 
to turn round with a circle of about five- and- forty feet 
diameter. The whole machine weighs seventeen tons, which is more than double the weight of the largest roller heretofore employed, and it is said that the 
economy amounts to 60 per cent, as compared with the 
old method. 

Swiss Watchmakers. - Mr. John Bennett, in a lecture 
entitled " A month among the Swiss watchmakers," draws 
attention to the fact that from England we are sending a million pounds sterling a year to the people of Switzer- 
land for watches for home consumption. He had deter- 
mined to learn what were the causes of this superiority on 
the part of our Swiss rivals. He had found that they had 
a better system. They had a common standard of mea- 
surement decimalised ; they had far better tools ; and 
they knew the value of female labour. But at the root 
of all their superiority lay their admirable system of uni- 
versal education. To this most especially must be attri- 
buted their extraordinary success. The Swiss eighty 
years ago made but 2,000 watches; fifty years ago they 
made 8,000 ; but ten years since one million and a-half 
of watches were made in the district of Neufchatel alone. 
Their leading men, years ago, were wise enough to per- ceive that the only way to produce perfect watches was 
first to perfect the workmen. They declared that ignorance was a pest in any community, and even a criminal offence ; 
they established by law the means of education in every 
village ; they declared that education should be gratuit- 
ous, but also compulsory and universal ; and from time 
to time since those regulations were first put into force 
they have never failed to apply all the powers of later 
experience to the improvement of their educational system- Hence the superiority in the broad silks of Zurich - in the 
lovely ribbons of Basle - in the exquisitely plaited straw 
of Lucerne - in the articles of personal decoration of Geneva - in the rifles of Mudon - and in the watchwork of the 
Jura mountains. The cultivated intelligence and artistic 
taste of the people of this busy hive of industry produce watches in tens of thousands, of a character, tor external 
beauty of form and decoration, for precision of mechanical 
construction, and for cheapness of cost, which has forced 
their sale in every quarter of the globe. Mr. Bennett 
gave an instance of the importance the Swiss attach ta 
the most improved system that can be applied to the pur- 
pose of popular instruction. About ten years ago the vil- 
lage of La Chaux des Fondes, occupied almost entirely with watchmakers, and situate at the highest summit of 
the Jura mountains, was dissatisfied with its educational 
institutions. They had secondary schools, primary schools, normal schools, for the preparation of teachers, and during the winter, when perhaps the snow was lying six feet deep 
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on the ground, they had half-a-dozen schools spread round 
the suburbs, so that half the masters went to the scholars 
when the scholars, from the state of the weather, could 
not come to the masters; and vet the system was not con- 
sidered sufficiently complete to ensure the future success 
of the rising generation of workmen. The watchmakers 
met. They got plans for a new college to accommodate 
1,000 scholars; they obtained a grant of £7,000 from the 
Federal council ; they subscribed £5,000 amongst them- 
selves ; they built a college at the cost of £20,000, and 
raised the balance of £8,000 on the security oť their local 
taxes. Hence the superiority of this most remarkable 
people, hence their welfare and prosperity, and hence, too 
(said Mr. Bennett), if we did but know it, a striking ex- 
ample which we may wisely take as a model for the im- 
provement of our own social, intellectual, and political condition. 
Micágeaphie. - This is the name given to a new 

process of producing ornamental effects on sheets of 
mica. The facility with which this mineral cleaves 
into thin sheets, and its transparency when thus di- 
vided, are well-known, and we see it applied in cases 
where transparency and a high power of refraction are 
required, such as in the doors of stoves and other similar 
positions ; and attempts have been made to apply it to the 
manufacture of chimneys for lamps and ̂as burners, but 
with little success. M. Holthausen^ new application is beginning to find its way into the shop windows of 
Paris, and to attract attention. He prints his designs on 
the mica in grey, and afterwards produces his effects by the use of transparent and opaque colours and metallic 
reflections. The use made of this new process has been as yet confined to the ornamentation of lamps and 
shop windows, but it is proposed to apply it to the pro- duction of a cheap substitute for stained glass. The 
sheets of mica can be painted in any required manner, and the work preserved, it is said, by means of a varnish, or the painting may be fixed like enamel on the mica by the use of different pigments and the aid of a furnace, the pieces of painted mica being afterwards fixed, with 
the coloured side within, on the glass of the windows. 
The mode of proceeding is thus described: - After the 
mica is split into laminae and trimmed into shape it is glued down upon cardboard to be polished and printed. The former operation is performed by means of a soft 
rubber moistened with a solution of soap or sulphuric acid 
extremely diluted with gum-water ; the printing is per- formed in the ordinary manner or by transfer* in order to 
present the design in the natural position so as to be seen 
by transparency. Opaqueness is produced by a previous coat of varnish or a metallic ground obtained by means 
of leaf or powder. The colours are laid on as in 
illuminated works, and the ordinary pigments may be 
employed, and afterwards covered with a transparent 
spirit varnish ; or, as before stated, enamel colours 
may be used and the sheets passed through the 
fire. It is admitted, however, that in the latter case one 
great advantage of the process, namely, cheapness, is in 
a great measure sacrificed. When the ornamentation is 
completed the mica is removed from the card and fixed 
on glass, or any other substance, by means of a solution of 
gum sandrac, and mastic, in potash and alcohol. It is 
eald that, with ordinary care, the junction of the pieces of 
mica in a mosaic or other work is quite imperceptible, so that, in the case of a painted window, there is no other 
limit but the size of the glass on which the mica is fixed. 
Whether church windows will ever be executed in mica- 
graphy may be open to much question, buttile use of mica as an inexpensive means of ornamentation may be very acceptable. 

Сятшт. 

^ French Life-boat Association. - The English asso- ' I ciation ^ for the saving of life from shipwreck has always ' 

been looked upon with great admiration in France. There 
exist in most of the French seaports, local associations for 
the same benevolent purpose, lmt they are crippled in 
their means, and have no organisation among themselves. 
M. Th. Gudin, the marine painter, whose brother was lost 
at sea, has long striven to establish a central association in 
France on the plan of the English society, and the 
Imperial Government has authorised him to proceed with 
the good work. A number of admirals, captains of the 
navy, and rich ship owners, have become patrons of the 
new association, and Baron de Rothschild and M. Donon 
have undertaken the care of the funds, and M. Del vigne, the inventor of the porte-amarres, or life-line, is named 
secretary. The carrying out of this desirable object may be attributed in a very great degree to the excellent 
articles by M. Alphonse Esquiros on the life-boats and 
other means of saving life in use on the coasts of the 
United Kingdom. 

Cfilonies. 

Land in Victoria. - A return laid before the colonial 
Legislative Assembly shows that there are in Victoria 
1,156 pastoral runs, occupying, at the time of the passing of the Duffy Land Act, an area of 31,785,468 acres, and 
producing a rental of £225,113 17s. 7d., or an average of 
little more than 1 Jd. per acre. As many as 89 runs, 
occupying an area of 6,277,340 acres, produce less than 
id. per acre. Since 1862, 364 of these runs have 
been transferred, and 1,311,469 acres embraced in 
them have been alienated. As many as 70 runs, ex- 
tending over 3,748,593 acres, have been forfeited under 
the provisions of the Land Act of 1862. In addition to 
the above, there are 16 runs, occupying 345,604 acres, the 
arrear rent of which has not been satisfactorily determined. 
The number of licenses issued to pastoral tenants for 
grazing purposes during the past year is 1,172, the 
number of persons to whom the same have been issued is 
737, and the extent of land held under such licenses for 
grazing purposes is 30,722,886 acres. 
Australian Companies. - A prospectus of a new com- 

pany, called the Pastoral Loan Company of Australia, has 
been issued. The objects of this company are to make 
advances on all descriptions of pastoral property in the 
Australian colonies, and also to purchase and sell such 
property if necessary, and to carry on all kinds of mercan- 
tile operations and agency incidental to such business. 
The capital is £250,000, in 25,000 shares of £10 each. 
The provisional committee comprises the names of several 
influential gentlemen connected with mercantile and pas- toral pursuits, who are prepared to take up 10,000 shares. 
A prospectus of a new steam company, called the Clarence 
River New Steam Navigation Company, has also been 
issued. The capital is £30,000, in 6,000 shares of £5 each. 
Three-fourths of the shares are to be reserved for allot- 
ment amongst the inhabitants of the Clarence and Rich- 
mond and New England districts. 
New Zealand Railway from Dunedin to Port 

Chalmers. - It appears from the Otago papers that the 
provincial Government have received overtures for the 
formation in England of a company for the construction 
of this railway. There is a strong probability that the 
company will be formed. 

New Zealand Gold. - The gold-fields of the province are progressing most satisfactorily. From the Upper and 
Lower Buller the accounts are of a very encouraging de- 
scription ; and although there have not been any large 
finds, the men are all satisfied with the returns. From 
the Grey the last accounts were also favourable, tho 
steamer Nelson having brought up nearly 700 ounces, 
mos$ of which was purchased în a week. 
New Zealand Coal. - The coal beds at Motupip which for some time have lain neglected, are again abou 

to be turned to account, operations having been com- 
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menced there. Instead of seeking to procure coal of 
inferior quality, obtained at or near the surface, an effort 
has been made, by deeper workings, to reach the coal in a 
more compact and pure state, and it is satisfactory to 
find that this has been attended with verv great success. 
It is the intention of the lessees of the Motu pipi coal- field to ship coal regularly to Nelson and sell it at a 
price which will enable them to compete successfully 
with coal from Australia. This coal has been success- 
fully tried for steam purposes. The consumption is 
rather greater than that of Newcastle coal, but as the price 
of this coal is only about two-thirds that of Newcastle 
coal, it is more economical, while it otherwise answers 
exceedingly well. No difficulty has been found in getting 
up steam with it. 
Steamers in South Australia. - There has been 

launched a new steamer, owned by the Murray River 
Steam Navigation Company, being the first of a line of 
steamers intended to ply on the Murray and its tributaries. | 
It is built on the iron and wood principle combined, 
having an angle iron for the timbers, and Oregon pine 
for planking, which makes very strong and substantial 
work, is much lighter and neater than wood framing, 
thus securing a much greater degree of safety to a cargo, 
for if one of the compartments were to get filled with 
water, the vessel would still float, with no damage to the 
goods in the other compartments. Both engines and 
boiler were manufactured in Melbourne, and are said tó 
be of first class workmanship. The dimensions are, length, 
85 feet, beam, 15 feet, and -she is expected to be a very 
fast boat. The company intend building other vessels of 
light draught and great speed. 

pressing his opinions which impressed them with singular 
force upon the memories of his auditors. In all that had 
relation to politics and religiçn, Mr. Chance was broadly 
Liberal, in the best sense of the word. Though not a 
member of the Church of England, he was entirely free 
from sectarian bitterness, and always spoke of the Church 
and of Churchmen with the greatest respect. As one of 
the founders and warmest supporters of the Edgbaston 
Proprietary School, he illustrated by his conduct his set- 
tled conviction that religious and secular education should 
be entirely separated. 

The death of Sir Robert Hermann Schomburgi^ the 
eminent traveller, took place at Berlin on the 11th inst. 
Sir Robert was born in 1804. In the years 1835 to 1S3Í> 
he undertook expeditions in British Guiana, under the 
auspices of the Geographical Society of London ; and in 
the years 1840 to 1844 extended these explorations as 
Her Majesty's Commissioner for surveying the boundaries- 
of British Guiana, between Brazil and Venezuela. On 
this occasion, after enduring much fatigue and great pri- 
vations, with his small party, he completed the circuit of 
the colony, from its sea boundary to within forty-two 
miles of the equator, in the course of about three years. 
For these labours he was knighted by Her Majesty. 
During his expedition he discovered and introduced into- 
Europe the well-known water lily the Victoria regia , 
which he assumed for his crest. Sir Robert was also 
made a Knight of the Royal Prussian order of the Red 
Eagle, of the Royal Saxon Order of Merit, of the French 
Legion of Honor and a corresponding member of the Royal 
Geographical, Zoological, and Entomological Societies of 
London, and of many foreign scientific societies. He 

©Шищ. 

Robert Lucas Chance, sen., of Summerfield. Birming- 
ham, died on Tuesday, the 7th March, at Northfleet 
House, near Gravesend, in his eighty-third year. Mr. 
Chance belonged to one of the oldest and best-known j families engaged in trade at Birmingham, where he was 1 
originally in business, with his father and brothers, as 
factors. Afterwards he came to London, and established 
himself in the glass trade ; but, returning to Birmingham 
thirty years ago, he has ever since been closely identified 
with the rise and success of the great finn of Chance 
Brothers and Co., at Spon-lane, in which, up to his death, 
he was the senior partner. It was to his remarkable 
ability, far-sighted enterprise, sound judgment, and un- 
wearied industry, that the progress of that house is greatly 
due. In 1851 it was owing to his firm that the glass for 
the erection of the Exhibition building was produced. 
At that time there was no firm existing in this country 
capable of producing the glass of the size and weight re- 
quired under the contract, within the time specified, and 
had it not been for his capital and enterprising spiritatile •work could not have been carried out. The microscopist is indebted to him for the thin glass for mounting his 
objects, and he did much for the improvement of glass 
for optical purposes, as well as for the large construction of 
lighthouse lenses, in which he competed successfully with 
the French manufacturers. Partly on account of deaf- ' 
ness, and partly from his habit of mind, Mr. Chance 
avoided all public business. But there was one great duty 
which few men have more thoroughly or unostentatiously 
discharged ; on a settled principle of benevolence, and 
as a point of conscience, he acted rather as the steward 
than as the owner of his well-earned wealth. 
His public munificence, great as it was, relatively bore a small proportion to his private beneficence. 
He possessed a keen insight into the questions which 
from time to time have occupied the attention of culti- 
vated men. He had read much and thought deeply; 
and, gifted with wonderful energy of mind, seasoned with 
a shrewd though kindly humour, he had a way of ex- 

was a frequent contributor to the leading scientific penodi- 
cals of the day, and to the proceedings of the British Asso- 
ciation ; and among other of his published works may be 
mentioned " A Description of British Guiana," " The 
History of Barbados," " Views in the Interior of Guiana,"" 
and "Reisen in British Guiana in der Jahren, 1840-44."" 
Sir Robert filled the posts of British Consul General in 
San Domingo and Siam, and he only returned from 
Bangkok at the close of last year. His funeral was at- 
tended by a large number of scientific men. 

IfotM. 

Statistics of Paris. - The population of Paris at the 
end of 1863, according to the Annuaire of the Bureau des 
Longitudes for 1865, numbered 1,667,841, or, with the gar- 
rison, 1,969,14L. The excess of births over deaths was 
11,495. The number of marriages le^Sl. The births 
numbered 54,077, viz., 27,634 males, and 26,443 females; 
of this number 6,262 were born in the various hospitals, 
and 15,239 were illegitimate, of which number, 3,708- 
were recognized by the parents, according to the law in 
force in France. Of the 42,582 deaths, 10,975 occurred 
in the civil, and 647 in the military hospitals, and 114 in 
prison. The number taken to the Morgue was 346, of 
which 61 were not recognized, or not claimed by their 
family or friends. It is a curious fact that the number of 
deaths from small pox was just ten more than that of the 
suicides and accidents recorded at the Morgue. In the 
whole of France there were just over a million of births 
during the year, of which 76,697 were illegitimate. The 
excess of births over deaths was 138,481. only. The 
Parisians consumed during the year about sixty millions 
of gallons of wine, something less than an average of a 
pint per head daily, and nearly eight millions of gallons of 
beer ; 333,342 tons of butchers' meat, 1,784 of charcuterie, 
sausages, and other compounds of the same class ; nearly 
183 tons of pâtés, email shell fish, truffles, &o. ; 2,969 tons 
of cheese ; oysters to the value of £106,000 odd ; fish to' 
the extent of £475,427; poultry and game equal to 
£871,769 ; butter representing nearly a million and a 
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quarter sterling ; and eggs more than half that sum. 
They burned 629,863 tons of coal, coke, and carbonized 
peat, and upwards of 13,000,000 bushels of charcoal. 
They^used nearly 6,746 tons of ice ; and 11,386 tons of 
salt, white and gray. 

A People's Park in Paris. - One of the rudest spots 
in the environs of Paris, the Buttes Chaumont, where for 
hundreds of years the quarries for the plaster of Paris 
have been worked, is being converted into a public gar- 
den and promenade. The new park will cover about 
sixty acres of ground, and the total cost, including the 
indemnities, will amount, it is said, to about £300,000. 
Scientific Association of Paris. -This new society, headed by the Imperial Astronomer, exhibits great energy ; 

it commenced by the application of a sum equal to £2,000, 
for the construction of large astronomical instruments for 
observations in the provinces ; next it devoted £320 to 
prizes for meteorological studies ; and it has just authorised 
a committee of its council to draw up a scheme for the 
-employment of a sum of £240 in the encouragement of physical science. The committee has made its re- 
port, which has been adopted by the council. The 
sum of a thousand francs is devoted to an inquiry, to be 
made by M. Cazin, professor in the Lycée of Versailles, into the dynamic theory of heat. Another sum of 700 francs 
is to be placed at the disposal of M. A. Terquem, of Metz, for the apparatus necessary to work out his theory of the 
vibrations of plates, rods, and cords ; the apparatus to re- 
main the property of the association. A third sum of 500 
francs is devoted to the purchase of a spectroscope ; and a 
collection of crystals, prisms, and lenses, to be placed at the disposition of M. Gernez, of Dijon, for examination 
into the rotatory power of quartz in high temperatures. Two further sums, each of 500 francs, are to be given to 
M. Gaugain and M. Diacon, to assist those gentlemen in 
their researches in electricity and the spectrum analysis. It is hoped that next year the association will be able 
greatly to extend its operations. 

New Roots to Old Trees. - Sir, - The paragraph in the last Journal on the removal of old fruit trees, 
by which it appears that a French horticulturist puts a new tree to the old roots, reminds me of a plan re- warded by this Society in 1843, by which Mr. John 
Common put new roots to old trees. It is described 
in volume 55 of the Society's Transactions, p. 3, as follows: - "The plan of putting new roots on trees, and taking away all the old ones, is of great utility, for I know by experience that trees are often engrafted on, 
which, on account of their roots, will not allow the trees 
to bear the proper quantity of fruit ; and the plan of put- 
ting new branches on espalier or wall-trees is also of great 
utility, as a branch is often wanted to finish the tree. 
This method of engrafting may be done at any time 
between April and August, and either with the present 
year's wood or with wood of several years' growth. The 
mode of effecting the addition of a branch to some parti- cular part of the stem is by bending a branch either from 
the same tree or from some tree near to it, and inserting the end thereof behind the bark, which is properly cut to 
receive it, and then tying it carefully round with string, and it is more certain of taking hold or growing than by 
any other way of engrafting or budding, and as certain, or 
more certain, than by any other way of inarching. . . 
. . . The mode of procedure in this novel operation, if the tree be small, is to plant a small tree close to it, 
inarching it as already mentioned, by bending it over to the original tree, and tying it round as before. The 
planting of the new tree should be done in the spring, before the year in which the inarching is performed ; and when from sufficient growth it has firmly taken hold the old root may be taken away. If the tree to be under- 

pinned be of large size, then several small roots are to be 
planted around it, and each inarched, as already men- 
tioned. When the new roots have strength to carry the 
tree, the old ones must be taken away by degrees, care 
being taken to make an incision all round the bark." - I 
am, &c., Memor. 
Cheap Restaurants in Paris. - Sir, - These institutions 

continue to flourish in Paris. Being lately in that city 
I visited one several times. A capital breakfast can be 
had for 6d. or 8d. ; a cutlet and wine for 6Jd. The 
places are tastefully decorated and clean. The at- 
tendance is given by a set of modest-looking women 
dressed like nuns, and altogether a luncheon in one of 
these establishments may well be recommended to every 
tourist, and he will not forget it. There are about a dozen 
of them in Paris, all thriving I believe. I enclose a 
specimen of the card which every one fills up. - I am, (fee., 
Felix Summerly. 

TT U лг V а г 05c. Serviette  TT U лг V а г 10c. Pain     
Воттгттршкч 80c- Huitres  

Rue Tronche^ 
Воттгттршкч 

13*. »«■   H ZI 
Rue Coquíüiere, 15. ^ ^ i!. "i i" - - 
Etablissements de °""œut r."'lf   

Bouillon. ¿a™bo° °""œut r."'lf    Rue Montesquieu, 6.   
Boulevart St. Martin, 13. ̂c' legumes    
Boulevt. Sebastopol, 125 Macjrom  

  
à l'angle du bt.at. Denis   Rue de Rivoli, 47. "esflts id. dessert    
Rue Montmartre, 143. 30c. ^Oc. id. dessert 

Fruits, 
... ... Primeurs. _  

  R. des Filles St. Tho- 30c. Legumes, Fruits, Primeurs. _   mas 7 30c. Care aulait,Café et petit verre 
Ли« (I ft là Molinai P «21 30c- Glaces pour dessert   
Rue Sartine, 10. ' ' Canette, 20c. chope, Bière...  

 
Rue Beuuràard, ® ' 2. 15c„ 20c., et 25c. Liqueurs   ® ' 35c. Côtelette, Omelette ordinaire 50c. Poisson, Gibier, Volaille ... 
Les pour- boire sont 50c. Bifteck ou Fricandeau   - 

facultatifs, nul ne doit  - 
les demander.  VINS,  Bout, demies ^ 
En cas "de" réclama- . ̂ M°Id'naire   S 

rnm'ntniS'a<lreSSer Comptoir. 
aU ° 1¿ BordeauT ".   ? § Comptoir. g lf Chablis   §  -g lf. 50c. Bordeaux supr.  S" % ̂ A r»m™ c¡ lf- 50c. Thorins  О ^ и Art A r»m™ 1Ь c¡ ы> lf< 50c< Sauterne ...   Щ de ® 2f. Medoc   л 

PERSONNES. Jchampa¿ne ".   ® 
  !  о 
Timbre du Jour. Serie. No. Total. 5* 

I 
5* 

P.S. - Can any one say how the Soup Kitchens in this 
country are getting on ? 

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK. 
Mon. ...R. Geographical, 8§. 1. North Polar Exploration; Seconi Letter of Dr. Petermann to Sir R. I. Murchison. 2. Capt. R. V. Hamilton, R.N., " Coast of Labrador." 3. Mr. R. 

MacFarlane, *• Account of the Mackenzie River District." 
Actuaries, 7. 1. Mr. A. Day, " On the S:atistics oř Second 
Marriages among the Families of the Peez-age." 2. Mr. M. N. Adler, " On the Government insurance Rates and 
Regulations." Tues. ...Medical and Chirurgical, 8£. Civil Engineers, 8. Discussion upon "Drainage of Paris" and " Metropolitan System of Drainage." Zoological, 8£. Rojal Inst., 3. Prof. Masson, " On Recent British Philo- 
sophy." Wkd. ...Society of Arts, 8. Mr. John Bell, "On Window Horti- culture, and the Cultivation of Plants and Flowers in Cities and Crowded Localities." Thürs. ..Royal Inst., 4. Mr. Charles Newton, " On Recent Acquisi- tions to the British Museum, from Rhodes, &c." 

Royal, 8£. Antiquaries, 8. 
Chemical, 8. Annual Meeting. R. Society Club, (J. * 

Fri  Royal Inst., 8. Mr. James Glaisber, F.R.S., " On Aerial Researches." Sat  Royal Inst., 3. Prof. Marshall, " On the Nervous System." 
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PARLI AMEN TAKY PAPERS. 
 Ф  

SESSIONAL PRINTED PAPERS. 
Par. Delivered on 28 th February , 1865. Numb. 78. Court of Chancery- Return. 84. Charities - Return. 
87. Malt and Barley- Returns. 97. Local Government Act (1858) - Return. 
98. Courts, Offices, and Building^- Returns. 
99. Duchy of Cornwall - Account. 

Delivered on 8th March , 1865. 52. Bill - Partnership Amendment. 52 (i.) Trade and Navigation Accounts (31st January, 1865). 56. Weights and Measures (Metropolis)- Returns. 63. Menai and Conway Bridges - Return. 83. Thames Embankment- Correspondence. 89. Malt Houses, &c. - Returns. 
101. Army Estimates (Extra Receipt»). 103. Poor Relief- Return. 105. Revenue and Debt (Ireland) - Return. 
109. Private Bills - Rules. 

Delivered on 9th Marc' 1865. 51. Bills - Colonial Naval Defence. 53. ,, Union Officers (Ireland) Superannuation. 3 (228 to 249). Railway and Canal, &c. Bills- Board of Trade 
Reports, Parts 228 to 249. 43. Revenue Department - Accounts. 85. Corporal Punishment - Returns. 104. Private Bill Costs Bill - Minute of Proceedings. Japan (No. 3) - Further Papers respecting the Murder of 
Major Baldwin and Lieut. Bird. 

Delivered on ШЛ March , 1865. 23. Bills - Justices of the Peace Procedure. 65. „ Public Offices (Site and Approaches). 66. „ India Offices ( ,, „ ). 67. „ Sheep and Cattle. 95. Doe Park and Bradford Reservoirs- Correspondence. 96. Fines and Penalties (Ireland) - Abstract of Accounts. 105. Pollution of Rivers (Sewage)- Memorials and Petitions. 
Session 1864. 626. Tarifft- Return. 

Intatto. 
 Ф  

From Commissioners qf Patents Journal , March 1 1th,* 
Grants of Provisional Protection. 

Bed tablee, portable- 525- С. J. Rowe. Biscuits, apparatus for baking - 555 - G. T. Ellwick. Bituminous substances, apparatus in distilling- 571 - J. Young. Blast furnaces, preparation of iron ores for use in- 534 - F. Claudet. Breech-loading guns, cartridges for- 518 - C. W. Lancaster. 
Bridges, &c., beams and supports applicable to the building of- 578 - W. E. Kochs. Coal oil, converting into gas- 528- J. Nicholas. Cotton gins - 531 - E. P. H. Gondouin. 
Counters, shop and other- 567- S. Whiting. Crinoline skirts - 529 - J. Badcock. 
Defence, key and weapon of- 552 - R. A. Brooman. 
Eggs and fruit, jars for preserving - 546 - G. K. Geyelin. Electro magnets- 22- W. Clark. 
Engines, hydraulic- pump s in connection with- 521- W. Oram. Explosive compounds - 515- A. Meyer and M. Meyer. Fancy articles, means for holding, attaching- 505- W. Westbury and T. Wathen. 
Fertilizing compounds - 512 - W. E. Newton. Fire arms, breech loading- 506 - W. H. Aubin. Fire arms, cap carriers for- 519- H. E. Clifton, S. Myers, and A. Hoffnung. Floor cloth, manufacture of- 548 - M. B. Nairn. Fluid valve - 547 - C. Ching. Furnaces, hot blast- 2969 - M. A. F. Mennons. 
Gaiters, <fcc. - 569- J. B. Toussaint. 
Grain, «ус., means of decorticating - 561 - W. Clark. Heat or cold, composition for prevention the radiation of- 2748 - A. Estourneaux and L. Beauchamp >. 
Heat, apparatus for generating- 516 - J. Jacob and R. Pilzinger. Horses, shoes for - 3248 - H. A. Bonneville. 
Hydraulic presses- 417 - G. Whitton. 
Hydro-carbon oils, treating - 564 - J. Fordred. ' 
Locks and bolts- 570- S. Whitfield. 
Machinery, reaping - 576 - N. Henwood. 
Mirrors, manufacture of- 554- G. Haseltine. Musical instruments- 579 - A. T. Godfrey Organs and harmoniums - 541 - R. Smitfc. 
Paper, manufacture of- 532 - T. Routledge and T. Richardson. Paper, apparatus for cutting - 557 - M. Mason. 
Ploughing, steam engines applicable to- 522- J. Howard. 

Pottery, earthenware, &c., manufacture of - 453 - W. E. Gedge. Railway trains, signalling between passengers and guard or driver - 
504 - G. Sinclair. 

Railway carriages, buffers for- 513 - W. Rowe. 
Railway chairs, &c. - 544 - H. H. Henson. 
Railway wheels, presses for blocking tires of- 573 - W. Holiday. 
Railway spikes, machine for pointing- 575 - M. Bayliss. 
Railways, permanent way and rolling stock of- 520- J. K. Donald. 
Railways, signa'ling on - 539 - W. Calvert. 
Safes, fire and thief proof - 543 - W. H. Tucker. I Safes, doors of - 559 - J. M. Hart. i Safes, fastenings for - 507 - S. Whitfield. 
Safes, manufacture of- 508 - W. S. Mappin. 
Safes, protection of property contained in- 514- H. K. Taylor. Scissors, &c., manufacture of - 373 - C. Lingard. Screws, dies for cutting - 565 - G. Weigmann. 
Sewing machines- 527 - W. Winter. 
¡Sewing machines - 535 - J. Starley. 
j Sewing machines - 551 - R.Barclay. 
Spinning mules and throstles- 323 - E.Williams and T. Williams. 
Spirituous liquors, apparatus for distilling, &C.--574- C. J. Falkman. 
Spring knives, bolsters for - 560 - A. Davy. Stamping machine- 2769 - L. C.Meaulle. 
Steam generating, &c.- 2811 - W. C. Thurgar and R. A. Ward. 
Twist J ace machines, manufacturing lace in - 566 - J. Hartshorn and 
W. Redgate. Vapours and fluids, condensation and refrigeration of- 572- G. H. 
Barth. 

Weaving, looms for - 503- A. Barker. 
Weights, apparatus fot raising - 526 - J. Hundy. Wood, machinery far sawing - 523 - S. W. Worssam. 
Woven fabrics, apparatus for shearing and burling- 517 - W. D. 
Gedge. Woven fabrics, apparatus for blocking- 536 - T. Dronsfield, T. E. 
Jones, and John Ashton. 

Invention with Complete Specification Filed. 
Marine jteam engine- 643- J. Dean. 

Patents Sealed. 
2062. F. Kreuz. 2329. T. Walker & T. F. Walker; 
2297. С. F. M. Jessen. 2336. M. Henry. 2302. S. Bates. 2385. N. Thompson. 2307. С. W. Howell. 2461. W. Anderson. 
2310. E. Smith. 2485. W. Gardner. 
2315. E. T. Hughes. 2539. J. H. Dalimeyer. 2316. G. Scott, jun., and J.Tudor. 2612. G. E. Donisthorpe. 2524. F. L. M. Dorvault. 2615. R. Hornsby. 2325. G. G. Bussey. 2642. G. Еч Donisthorpe. 2328. J. Clark. , 19. E. Keirby. 

From Commissioners qf Patents Journal , March 21si. 
Patents Sealed. 

2345. W. Carter. 2467. J. Р. Turner. 
2349. W. Greener. 2473. С. Chapman. 2352. J. T. Stroud. 2484. J. G. Beckton. 
2353. R. Hattersley. 2497. J. I. Yaughan. 2354. G. P. Wheeler and J. F. 2540. O. L. Hopson and H. P. 

Gloyn. Brooks. 
2357. W. Scott. 2559. A. Hill. 
2366. H. C. Symons. 3228. R. H. Leese. 
2369. G. В. Cornish. 45. J. Craw and J. Macaulaj. 2378. G. Davies. 155. W. R. Foster. 
2380. W. Whitehead. 2©3. A. C. F. Derocquigny and 
2384. J. and W. Weems. D. Gance. 
2417. J. S. Grimshaw. 
Patents on which thk Stamp Duty op £50 has been Раш» 
703. G. H. Birkbeck. 736. W. Barford. 707. G. T. Bousfield. 752. W. Tongue. 708. A. J. Paterson. 785. J. Newall. 709. M. A. Muir and J. McH- 841. W. L. Winans. 

wham. 1078. G. Fell and W. Haynes. 727. W. Clark. 730. W. B. Lord and F. H. Gil- 
751. T. Dunn. bart. 836. R. Boby. 744. T. Myers. 903. H. Pooley, jun. 778. E. Field. 739. J. M. Courtauld. 801. J. H. Tuck. 765. R. Wilson. 767. R. A. Brooman. 732. W. Bowser. 768. R. A. Brooman. 734. J. and W. Weems.   
Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £100 has been paid. 
597. I. Holden and E. Hubner. I 587. W. E. Newton. 560. A. V. Newton. | 813. A. У. Newton. 

geptercii «Jcsigns.    
Field's Lighting Wick - March 11 - 4701 - John, Charles, and John 
Field, Upper Lambeth Marsh, Surrey. Arm of Mantelpiece Fire Screen - March 15- 4702 - W. Tonks and 
¡Son, Birmingham. Self-regulating Rack Bracket - March 21 - 4703- R. Evered and Soni 
Surrey Works, Bartholomew- street, Birmingham. 
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